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Introduction

The Standard Model of Particle Phyisics (SM) is the theory that best de-
scribes the fundamental particles and their interaction, with the exception of
gravity. Despite representing the acme of human knowledge about the con-
stituents of nature, the SM is an incomplete theory, since there are physics
phenomena which are not described in the SM or which even deviate from its
predictions. Among them, we can observe how the universe is mostly made
of matter, and CP-symmetry violation is a fundamental ingredient to explain
the observed matter-antimatter asymmetry. Nevertheless, this discrepancy
is too large to be only generated by the mechanism described in the SM,
thus suggesting the presence of additional sources of CP violation beyond
those predicted in the theory. The effects of New Physics (NP) not included
in the SM can be searched either directly, by increasing the available energy
at colliders to produce new particles and reveal them, or by increasing the
experimental precision on the detection of processes involving particles al-
ready described in the SM. The second case, i.e. the indirect search for NP,
can profit from decays that are precisely calculable, very rare or completely
forbidden in the Standard Model.

Flavour-changing neutral current (FCNC) and CP-violating processes are
among the most powerful probes when searching for NP. In the SM, FCNC
are forbidden at tree level and they are also strongly suppressed at loop level.
Once CKM elements are precisely determined, the study of FCNC allows to
search for NP contributions.

The CP violation has been measured with high accuracy in several b→ s
decay channels. The study of particles containing b quarks can thus help in
the identification of the flavour structure of the physics beyond the Standard
Model.

Among the four main experiments that use the LHC accelerator, the
LHCb experiment is the one devoted to the study of b-hadron physics, and
it has been optimised to allow precise measurements of CP violation and
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the study of rare decays. The presence of muons in the final state of many
of the decays studied for this purpose makes the efficient muon triggering
and the correct muon identification crucial requirements for the success of
the LHCb physics programme. In order to fully exploit its flavour physics
potential, LHCb will start from 2020 a data taking period with an increased
instantaneous luminosity to perform very high precision measurements. As a
consequence it becomes mandatory to develop new algorithms that allow to
maintain or even improve the current muon identification capabilities when
operating at higher detector occupancies.

The main topic of this thesis connects with this fundamental subject
presenting the development and the first applications of a novel algorithm
for the muon identification at LHCb.

Chapter 1 introduces the Standard Model of Particle Physics with a de-
scription of the processes that are useful to understand the study of rare
decays of D mesons, with particular care for the D0 → µ+µ− case. Chap-
ter 2 provides an overview of the LHCb experiment, with a description of
its subdetector together with a brief explanation of the simulation, recon-
struction, and analysis strategies at LHCb. Chapter 3 describes the physics
motivations and the improvements foreseen for the upgrade of the LHCb
detector. All the general aspects are covered, and particular emphasis is
given to the upgrade of the Muon System. Chapter 4 presents the current
status of the muon identification at LHCb together with its performance.
Chapter 5 and 6 are the core of the current work. In Chapter 5 the new
algorithm for the muon identification developed by the author is presented,
together with its application on a Monte Carlo sample produced in upgrade
conditions. This test allowed the author to study the performances of the
method in a situation of high occupancy of the muon system. The first appli-
cation on data of this algorithm has been in the search for the K0

S → µ+µ−

decay, which is here reported for completeness, even if the author did not
take part to the analysis. Following this work, the author also reports her
preliminary studies on the application of the method on the J/ψ → µ+µ−

case, where the performances of the new algorithm are compared to those
which are currently used. Finally Chapter 6 concentrates on the use of the
new method on the D0 → µ+µ− analysis to obtain an expected upper limit
for the branching fraction of this decay channel. It is worth noting that
most of the tools for this study are shared with the official analysis for the
search of the D0 → µ+µ− decay, which is currently under way. The ana-
lysis presented here is a preliminary study focused on the understanding of
the performances of the new algorithm on a benchmark channel such as the
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D0 → µ+µ−. Conclusions are drawn in Chapter 7.





CHAPTER 1
Theory overview

1.1 The Standard Model of Particle Physics

Elementary particle physics describes what is the matter made of on the
smallest scale of size. Surprisingly, the huge quantity of matter we are sur-
rounded with only consists of a limited number of different types of objects
at the subatomic level. Different replicas of the same object type have a
feature that is missing in the macroscopic world: they are completely indis-
tinguishable.

From the 1970s, a theory has been formulated that describes all of the
known elementary particle interactions except gravity. This is actually a
collection of theories, incorporating quantum electrodynamics (QED), the
Glashow-Weinberg-Salam theory of electroweak processes, and quantum chro-
modynamics (QCD), and is called Standard Model (SM).

The Standard Model describes all the known matter as made out of three
kind of elementary particles: leptons, quarks, and mediators [1, 2].

Leptons are 1/2 spin particles (called fermions) that carry integral elec-
tric charge and that interact via electroweak interactions. They are classified
according to their electric charge (Q), electron number (Le), muon number
(Lµ), and tau number (Lτ ) and are organised into three families (or genera-
tions). The main properties of these particles are summarised in Table 1.1 [3].

There are also six antileptons, with all the sign for the quantum numbers
reversed. Neutrinos are massless in the Standard Model, however neutrino
oscillations demonstrate they have a small but non-zero mass [4, 5].

1



2 CHAPTER 1. THEORY OVERVIEW

Generation Name Q Le Lµ Lτ Mass

1
e -1 1 0 0 0.511 MeV/c2

νe 0 1 0 0 < 2 eV/c2

2
µ -1 0 1 0 105.758 MeV/c2

νµ 0 0 1 0 < 2 eV/c2

3
τ -1 0 0 1 1776.82 MeV/c2

ντ 0 0 0 1 < 2 eV/c2

Table 1.1: Main properties of leptons [3].

Generation Name (flavour) Q S C B T Mass

1
u +2

3
0 0 0 0 2.3+0.7

−0.5 MeV/c2

d −1
3

0 0 0 0 4.8+0.5
−0.3 MeV/c2

2
c +2

3
0 1 0 0 1.275±0.025 GeV/c2

s −1
3

-1 0 0 0 95±5 MeV/c2

3
t +2

3
0 0 0 1 173.21±0.51±0.71 GeV/c2

b −1
3

0 0 -1 0 4.18±0.03 GeV/c2

Table 1.2: Main properties of quarks. The mass quoted for t quark derives
from direct measurement, while the b-mass is an estimate of the so-called
“current-quark mass” [3].

Quarks are organised in a similar way, and are classified according to
their charge, strangeness (S), charm (C), beauty (B), and top (T ), as can
be seen in Table 1.2. Quarks are fermions but, unlike leptons, they carry
fractionary electric charge. Also quarks have antiquark counterparts. Quarks
have an additional quantum number that is called colour and that is the
source of the strong interaction: each quark and antiquark comes in three
colours, namely red (r), green (g), and blue (b). The quarks combine to
form “white”composite particles, mesons (quark and antiquark of colour and
complementary colour, respectively) and baryons (three quark of different
colours). It is important to notice that the quark eigenstates of mass are not
eigenstates for the weak interaction, the latter being a linear combination
of the former. This mixing between quark generations is summarised in
the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix [6] and will be explained
in more detail in the following section.
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Interaction Name Mass Spin

Strong g 0 1
Electromagnetic γ 0 1

Weak
W± 80.385±0.015 GeV/c2 1
Z0 91.1876±0.0021 GeV/c2 1

- H0 125.7±0.4 GeV/c2 0

Table 1.3: Main properties of gauge and Higgs bosons.

Finally, every mediator is responsible for an interaction: the photon (γ)
for the electromagnetic force, a positive and a negative W and also a Z0

for the weak force, and for the strong force the gluon (g, which comes in
eight combinations of the colours already named for quarks). The graviton
is presumably responsible for gravity but, as already said, gravitational force
is not included in the Standard Model. These particles of integer spin are
called bosons. Related to how mass is assigned to elementary particles in the
SM, the Glashow-Weinberg-Salam theory calls for at least one Higgs boson.
A candidate for the Higgs particle (H0) was discovered by the ATLAS and
CMS collaboration in 2012 [7, 8, 9]. A summary of the properties of these
particles is presented in Table 1.3.

In the Standard Model all the fundamental interactions derive from a
single general principle, the local gauge invariance, in this case with respect
to the simmetry group SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y . For each interaction, the
invariance of the Lagrangian under the respective transformation leads to the
conservation of a quantum number, represented in the above formula by the
subscripts.

The SU(3)C is the non-abelian gauge symmetry group for the QCD and
describes the strong interaction among quarks. The conserved quantum
number is the colour (C) and the mediator is the gluon. The gauge trans-
formation for gluonic fields is complicated by the non-abelian structure of
SU(3), which is responsible for gluon self-interaction. Two features descends
from the structure of this group: asymptotic freedom, which is an “antiscreen-
ing”of the colour charge resulting in the fact that two quarks of the same
colour interact through colour fields of reduced strength and asymptotically
behave as free, noninteracting particles; and confinement, related to the fact
that all the particles or quark bound states that can be observed are colour
singlets (colourless), and this explains the exclusive detection of qqq, q̄q̄q̄,
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and qq̄ quark combinations1.

The description of electroweak interaction must include fermions of dif-
ferent flavours and properties with their right-handed and left-handed fields,
where left-handed fermions must appear paired; it must include the pho-
ton, which is massless, together with massive gauge bosons, W± and Z0.
The simplest way to represent electroweak interactions is SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y .
Associated to the weak SU(2) group are the gauge bosons Wi, i = 1, 2, 3,
and the conserved quantum number is the weak isospin T . This theory is
called chiral, which means that left-handed fermions (and right-handed anti-
fermions) couple to the gauge boson and have a nonzero weak isospin, while
right-handed fermions (and left-handed anti-fermions) are isospin singlets.
The subscript L in the group notation is to remind us the exclusive coupling
with left-handed fermions. The U(1) group has the associated gauge boson
A and the subscript Y refers to the associated quantum number, also called
weak hypercharge, defined as:

Y = 2(Q− T3) (1.1)

where T3 is the third component of the weak isospin. The four mentioned
gauge bosons (W1, W2, W3, and B) acquire mass through the Higgs mech-
anism. In particular, the mixing of W3 and B forms the Z0 boson and the
photon, while the W1 and W2 fields mix to form the charged W+ and W−

bosons. In the mixing, only the photon remains massless. The weak inter-
actions can be distinguished in a charged current (CC) interaction, which is
mediated by the charged bosons W±, and in a neutral current (NC) interac-
tion mediated by the exchange of a Z0 boson where only fermions of the same
family can participate. In fact, flavour changing neutral currents (FCNC)
interactions can only happen with the exchange of a gluon and for this reason
they are suppressed in the SM due to the Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani (GIM)
mechanism.

The derivation of the Lagrangian of the Standard Model starting from
the ingredients here presented can be found on [1]. The final result can be
expressed as:

L = −1

4
FµνF

µν + ψ̄ /Dψ + LY ukawa + (DµΦ)†(DµΦ)− V (Φ). (1.2)

1Altough already demonstrated, the existence of exotic states is not included here as
it can be explained as an aggregate of the already described quark combinations.
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Here F µν represents the bosonic gauge fields, ψ the fermionic fields and
Φ the Higgs fields pair. The terms in Eq. 1.2 can be explained as follows [10]:

• −1
4
FµνF

µν represents the kinetic term for the gauge bosons;

• ψ̄ /Dψ: thanks to the covariant derivative, the kinetic term for fermions
include both the couplings between fermions and the couplings of
fermions with gauge bosons;

• LY ukawa: the Lagrangian cannot include an explicit mass term for the
fermions, for it would mix left-handed and right-handed particles. The
problem is solved including the Higgs doublet, so that the Yukawa
terms include the mass terms and the coupling of fermions with Higgs
terms, which are proportional to the squared mass of the considered
fermion;

• (DµΦ)†(DµΦ)− V (Φ): these represent the kinetic and potential terms
for the Higgs fields, respectively; the Higgs doublet Lagrangian part
contains a kinetic term, which will generate the gauge boson masses
and interactions between the Higgs and the gauge bosons, and a “spon-
taneous symmetry breaking” potential, which will give the Higgs a
vacuum expectation value and self-interactions.

1.2 The GIM mechanism

When describing the three quark families in Sec. 1.1 we started from the end
of the story: in the first picture of the quark sector, only three quarks were

involved, namely the doublet

(
u
d

)
and the singlet s. As long as the fun-

damental quark vertex was allowed to operate only within each generation,
the observed strangeness-changing weak decays like K+ → µ+νµ were im-
possible to explain. The solution to this dilemma was suggested by Cabibbo
in 1963, applied to neutral processes by Glashow, Iliopoulos and Maiani in
1970 and extended to three quark generations by Kobayashi and Maskawa
in 1973 (see Sec. 1.3). Cabibbo introduced a mixing angle θC and suggested
that the d → u + W− carries a factor of cos θC , while s → u + W− carries
a factor of sin θC . Early measurements of the semi-leptonic decay rates of
strange particles with a change in strangeness ∆S = 1 shown that they were
suppressed by a factor of ≈ 20 as compared with ∆S = 0 decays, so evidently
the Cabibbo angle is rather small. Its value has been experimentally found
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to be θC = 13.1°. Transitions can be now classified as Cabibbo-favoured
(where the factor cos θC appears) and Cabibbo-suppressed (where the pro-
portionality to sin θC appears). However, the three-quark scheme predicts
a flavour-changing neutral current decay, KL → µ+µ−, whose amplitude
should be proportional to sin θC cos θC , but that was totally excluded by the
data. To solve this paradox, Glashow, Iliopoulos and Maiani [11] introduced
a forth quark charged +2/3, c, four years before the first direct experimental
evidence for charm, whose weak couplings to d and s carry factors of cos θC
and − sin θC , respectively. For each u-line exchanged, the c quark introduces
a second diagram with a coupling of the opposite sign. Were the masses of
the two quark equal, the two diagrams would exactly cancel; instead, the
amplitude for the process is proportional to the difference of the squared
masses of quarks in the loop, m2

c −m2
u.

1.3 The CKM matrix

Leptonic weak interaction only involves members of the same generation:
e− converts to νe with emission of W−, or µ− → µ− with a Z0 mediator,
but e− never goes to µ− nor µ− goes to νe, so the leptonic family number is
conserved. The same rule does not apply to the quarks: while the colour is
conserved in the interaction, the flavour changes. The “missing” flavour is
not carried by the mediator, similarly to what happens with the colour with
the emission of a gluon, rather, flavour is not conserved in weak interactions.
Quarks generations are mixed by the weak interactions inasmuch mass eigen-
states do not correspond to weak interaction eigenstates. As disclosed in the
previous section, the unitary Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix
couples quark fields of different flavours asd′s′

b′

 =

Vud Vus Vub
Vcd Vcs Vcb
Vtd Vts Vtb

ds
b

 , (1.3)

where
(
d′ s′ b′

)
are the weak interaction eigenstates and

(
d s b

)
are

the mass eigenstates; the matrix elements, Vqq′ are thus the amplitudes for
the couplings to the W± mediators, and the quantity |Vqq′|2 is proportional
to the probability for the transition q → q′. The value for the elements
in the CKM matrix cannot be predicted from SM principles and must be
experimentally determined.
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The VCKM matrix has 18 free parameters (9 complex elements), which
are reduced to 9 due to the unitarity constraint. Five degrees of freedom
can be absorbed into non-observable quark field phases. The remaining 4
parameters can be chosen as three angles, θ12, θ23, θ31, and one complex
phase, δ. The quark sector of the Standard Model is not invariant under
charge conjugation (C) and parity operations (P ) unless all the elements
of VCKM are real. With the chosen parameterisation, this implies the phase
angle δ to be zero. Shortening cos θij = cij and sin θij = sij, the CKM matrix
can be written as:

VCKM =

 c12c13 s12c13 s13e
−iδ

−s12c23 − c12s23s13e
iδ c12c23 − s12s23s13e

iδ s23c13

s12s23 − c12c23s13e
iδ −c12s23 − s12c23s13e

iδ c23c13

 . (1.4)

It is well known experimentally that s13 � s23 � s12 � 1. The Wolfenstein
parameterisation [12] highlights this hierarchy with the following substitu-
tions:

λ = s12, A = s23
s212
, (1.5)

ρ =
s13cδ
s12s23

, η = s13sδ
s12s23

, (1.6)

and the CKM matrix can be re-written as a power expansion of the parameter
λ ≈ 0.22 as follows:

VCKM =

 1− λ2/2 λ Aλ3(ρ− iη)
−λ 1− λ2/2 Aλ2

Aλ3(1− ρ− iη) −Aλ2 1

+O(λ4). (1.7)

The unitarity condition V V † = 1 translates in
∑

i VijV
∗
ik = δik and∑

j VijV
∗
kj = δik. The six vanishing combinations can be graphically rep-

resented in the complex plane (ρ̄, η̄) as triangles having very different shape
but same area, directly proportional to the Jarlskog invariant, J, the CP
violation parameter of the CKM matrix. A common choice is to use one of
the two less scalene of the unitarity triangles, in which all the sides (and thus
all the internal angles) are of the same order of magnitude, λ, which comes
from the relation:
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Figure 1.1: Sketch of a unitarity triangle.

VudV
∗
ub + VcdV

∗
cb + VtdV

∗
tb = 0, (1.8)

and which is displayed in Fig. 1.1 dividing each side by VcdV
∗
cb. The angles

are immediately obtained from Fig. 1.1 as [3]

β = φ1 = arg

(
−VcdV

∗
cb

VtdV ∗tb

)
, (1.9)

α = φ2 = arg

(
− VtdV

∗
tb

VudV ∗ub

)
, (1.10)

γ = φ3 = arg

(
−VudV

∗
ub

VcdV ∗cb

)
. (1.11)

Both frequentist statistics and Bayesian approaches are used to combine
the experimental data to determine the CKM matrix elements and they
obtain similar results. The fit for the Wolfenstein parameters presented in
Eq. 1.6 using a Bayesian approach provides the results:

λ = 0.2255± 0.0006, A = 0.818± 0.015
ρ̄ = 0.124± 0.024 η̄ = 0.354± 0.015.

(1.12)

1.4 CP violation in the quark sector

The operation of the spatial invertion of coordinates is a discrete transfor-
mation and is produced by the parity operator P :
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Pψ(x, y, z) = ψ(−x,−y,−z). (1.13)

When it exists, the eigenvalue of the operator will be ±1 and it is called
the parity of the system. On fermions, P has the effect of transforming
left-handed particles in right-handed particles and vice versa.

The operation of charge conjugation C reverses the sign of all the internal
quantum numbers of a particle while leaving mass, energy, momentum and
spin unchanged. In relativistic quantum mechanics, charge conjugation also
implies the intercharge of particles and antiparticles like

C|p〉 = |p̄〉. (1.14)

As with P , the eigenvalues of C are ±1 but in this case most of the particles
are not eigenstates of C, because |p〉 and |p̄〉 differ at most by a sign2.

Electromagnetic and strong interactions are experimentally invariant un-
der the P and C operations. This has been demonstrated not to be the
case of weak interactions [13]; as an example, the antimuon emitted in pion
decay:

π+ → µ+ν+
µ (1.15)

is always left-handed, demonstrating that weak interactions are not invariant
under parity transformation. The charge-conjugated decay would be:

π− → µ−ν̄µ (1.16)

with a left-handed muon; instead the muon always comes out right-handed.
In this sense P and C are said to be maximally violated in weak interac-
tions. By contrast, combining the two operations the left-handed antimuon
turns into a right-handed muon, which is exactly what can be observed
in nature. However CP violation exists but is a small effect, which has
been observed for the first time thanks to bizarre implications for neutral K
mesons [14], as they are tipically produced in strong interactions as eigen-
states of strangeness (K0 and K̄0) but they decay by weak interactions as
eigenstates of CP (K1 and K2). The CP -violating effect have been also ob-
served in recent years in B decays where they are larger. Altought predicted,
CP violation is not yet experimentally established in the D system.

2This means that only particles that coincide with their own antiparticles can be
eigenstates of C.
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In the following, a general formalism for CP violation in the decay of a
weakly decaying meson M (which can be a K0,B0

(s), or a D0) is presented.
Given the HamiltonianH for the weak interactions, the decay amplitudes

of M and of its CP conjugate M̄ to a generic multi-particle final state f and
its CP conjugate f̄ can be written as

Af = 〈f |H|M〉, Āf = 〈f |H|M̄〉, (1.17)

Af̄ = 〈f̄ |H|M〉, Āf̄ = 〈f̄ |H|M̄〉. (1.18)

Applying CP to these states introduces the phases3 ξM and ξf according
to:

CP |M〉 = e+iξM |M̄〉, CP |f〉 = e+iξf |f̄〉 (1.19)

and also

CP |M̄〉 = e−iξM |M〉, CP |f̄〉 = e−iξf |f〉 (1.20)

to guarantee (CP )2 = 1. CP conservation implies [CP,H] = 0, then Af
and Āf̄ have the same magnitude and an arbitrary unphysical relative phase
given by ξf − ξM .

Starting from a state that is a superposition of M0 and M̄0 states4 at
t = 0,

|ψ(0)〉 = a(0)|M0〉+ b(0)M̄0〉, (1.21)

its temporal evolution will include components describing all possible decay
final states {f1, f2, · · · },

|ψ(t)〉 = a(t)|M0〉+ b(t)M̄0〉+ c1(t)|f1〉+ c2(t)|f2〉+ · · · . (1.22)

The formalism for only determining a(t) and b(t) is simplified for t much
larger than the typical strong interaction scale. The time evolution is thus

3The phases ξM and ξf are arbitrary and unobservable because of the flavour symme-
try of the strong interaction.

4The superscript 0 highlights that, contrary to the lines before, this part is only valid
for neutral mesons.
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determined by a 2 × 2 effective non-Hermitian Hamiltonian H that can be
written in terms of two Hermitian matrices, M and Γ, as

H = M− i

2
Γ =

(
M11 − i

2
Γ11 M21 − i

2
Γ21

M21 − i
2
Γ21 M22 − i

2
Γ22

)
. (1.23)

Diagonal elements are associated with flavour-conserving transitions, while
off-diagonal elements are associated with flavour-changing transitions. The
eigenvectors of H are mass eigenstates (the lightest being ML, and the heav-
iest MH) and can be expressed in terms of the strong interaction eigenstates
introducing the three complex parameters p, q and z5

|ML〉 ∝ p
√

1− z|M0〉+ q
√

1 + z|M̄0〉, (1.24)

|MH〉 ∝ p
√

1 + z|M0〉 − q
√

1− z|M̄0〉, (1.25)

(1.26)

where |q|2 + |p|2 = 1 when z = 0. The real and the imaginary part of the
eigenvalues ωL,H corresponding to ML,H represent their masses and decay
widths, respectively, hence the mass and width splittings can be written as

∆m = mH −mL = Re(ωH − ωL), (1.27)

∆Γ = ΓH − ΓL = −2Im(ωH − ωL). (1.28)

(1.29)

Solving the eigenvalue problem for H yields(
q

p

)2

=
M∗

12 − (i/2)Γ∗12

M12 − (i/2)Γ12

(1.30)

and

z =
δm− (i/2)δΓ

∆m− (i/2)∆Γ
(1.31)

where δm ≡ M11 −M22 and δΓ ≡ Γ11 − Γ22 being the mass and the decay
width differences for the strong eigenstates M0 and M̄0. If either CP or

5For K mesons the standard choice is to label the eigenstates according to their
lifetimes, thus identifying the short-lived state KS with the lighter and the long-lived
state KL with the heavier state.
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CPT is a symmetry of H, δm and δΓ are both zero, hence z = 0. If either
CP or T is a symmetry of H, the ratio Γ12/M12 is real, hence(

q

p

)2

= e2iξM ⇒
∣∣∣∣qp
∣∣∣∣ = 1. (1.32)

In case of conserved CP , both the above conditions are true and the mass
eigenstates are orthogonal

〈MH |ML〉 = |p|2 − |q|2 = 0. (1.33)

The CP violation can occur in the quark sector in three ways:

• CP -violation in decay: this is the only possible source of CP asym-
metries in charged meson decays, where there is no mixing. There is
CP -violation in decay when the probability for M → f is different
from the probability for M̄ → f̄ , that is

∣∣∣∣Āf̄Af
∣∣∣∣ 6= 1 (1.34)

and the CP -violation is said to have occurred directly. It can be ob-
served measuring the quantity

Aff̄ =
Γ(M → f)− Γ(M̄ → f̄)

Γ(M → f) + Γ(M̄ → f̄)
=
|Āf̄/Af |2 − 1

|Āf̄/Af |2 + 1
; (1.35)

• CP -violation in mixing: this type of CP -violation only occurs in neu-
tral particles, and is the only source of CP violation in charged-current
semileptonic neutral meson decays M , M̄ → l±X. It implies that
the probability for M0 → M̄0 is different from the probability for
M̄0 →M0. In this case

∣∣∣∣qp
∣∣∣∣ 6= 1. (1.36)

CP -violation in mixing can be accessed in the asymmetry from the
rate of “wrong” final states due to oscillations:
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Aff̄ (t) =
dΓ/dt(M̄0(t)→ l+X)− dΓ/dt(M0(t)→ l−X)

dΓ/dt(M̄0(t)→ l+X) + dΓ/dt(M0(t)→ l−X)

=
1− |q/p|4
1 + |q/p|4 ; (1.37)

• CP -violation in interference between mixing and decay, which can oc-
cur when both M and M̄ have access to a common final state f . In
this case f can be reached in two ways: with a direct decay M0 → f ;
with a decay after the mixing M0 → M̄0 → f . Defining

λf =
q

p

Āf
Af

(1.38)

the condition for this type of CP -violation is

Im(λf ) 6= 0. (1.39)

This form of CP -violation can be observed measuring the asymmetry
of neutral meson decays into final CP eigenstates fCP

AfCP (t) =
dΓ/dt(M̄0(t)→ fCP )− dΓ/dt(M0(t)→ fCP )

dΓ/dt(M̄0(t)→ fCP ) + dΓ/dt(M0(t)→ fCP )
. (1.40)

If |q/p| = 1 and ∆Γ = 0, as happens to a good approximation for B0,
but not for K0 and B0

s , then the expression for 1.40 reduces to a simple
form

AfCP (t) = SfCP sin(∆mt)− CfCP cos(∆mt) (1.41)

with

SfCP ≡
2Im(λf )

1 + |λf |2
, CfCP =

1− |λf |2
1 + |λf |2

. (1.42)
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Figure 1.2: Feynman diagrams of two possible Standard Model contributions
to the D0 → µ+µ− decay.

1.5 Rare decays and the D0 → µ+µ− case

The adjective “rare” is associated to decays whose branching fraction (BF)
is of the order of 10−5 or less, hence to decays that are due to highly sup-
pressed processes within the Standard Model. This category includes FCNC
processes, which proceed via an internal quark loop but are forbidden at
the tree level in the SM, and forbidden processes involving quantum num-
bers violation. Phase-space suppression or GIM-mechanism suppression can
contribute to a further reduction in the branching fraction.

The study of very suppressed beauty and charmed meson decays allows
to search for any unpredicted enhancement of their BFs due to unexpected
contributions from New Physics (NP) processes. For forbidden processes,
their observation would be unequivocally a signature of NP.

In the SM, the decay D0 → µ+µ− belongs to the category of FCNC
processes and proceed via a W box diagram, which also contributes to D0–
D̄0 mixing, being forbidden at tree level; in addition to this, it is also highly
suppressed by the GIM mechanism and by a factor of m2

µ/m
2
D due to helicity.

Feynman diagrams of two possible Standard Model contributions are shown
in Fig. 1.2.

How does the study of D particle differ from that of mesons containing
other heavy quarks? The suppression introduced by the GIM-mechanism
in the D0 → µµ decay does not have a contribution from t quark in the
loop, thus it is stronger than for B mesons, facilitating the observation of
NP effects, which can be of the same order of SM contributions. Complica-
tions arise from the necessity to separate perturbation terms in heavy-quark
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effective theories (HQET) that are usually reintroduced as non-perturbative
corrections. This approach works for heavy quarks, whose mass is larger
than the strong interaction scale ΛQCD ∼ 0.2 GeV. The dimensional param-
eter ΛQCD sets the scale at which the coupling constant becomes large and
the physics can be treated in a non-perturbative way; actually it sets the
scale for strong interaction physics. While the b quark is heavy compared
to the intrinsic scale of strong interactions (mb � ΛQCD), mc ∼ ΛQCD and
this does not allow to simply neglect higher order terms in the expansion
in 1/mq (where mq is the mass of the heaviest quark in the meson) in the
heavy-quark effective theory. A typical approach for the construction of a
heavy-quark effective theory consists in using the operator product expan-
sion (OPE) starting from the original QCD Hamiltonian, which is formulated
at very short distance. In this way we get an Effective Hamiltonian in the
form

Heff ∝
∑
n

Cn(µ)On(µ), (1.43)

which is expanded into a set of Wilson coefficients Cn(µ), containing all
information about short-distance physics above the renormalisation scale
µ, and of operators On(µ), which determine the couplings of quarks and
particles in the decay. The operators are divided into five classes:

• current-current operators, O1 and O2:

O1 = (ūαLγµq
β
L)(q̄βLγ

µcαL), O2 = (ūαLγµq
α
L)(q̄βLγ

µcβL), (1.44)

where q = d, s, b and α, β are contracted color indices;

• QCD-penguins operators, O3–O6:

O3 = (ūαLγµc
α
L)
∑
q

(q̄βLγ
µqβL), O4 = (ūαLγµc

β
L)
∑
q

(q̄βLγ
µqαL),

O5 = (ūαLγµc
α
L)
∑
q

(q̄βRγ
µqβR), O6 = (ūαLγµc

β
L)
∑
q

(q̄βRγ
µqαR), (1.45)

where the gluon emission implies the participation of both left (L) and
right (R) qq̄ components;
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• electromagnetic and chromomagnetic dipole operators, O7 and O8:

O7 =
e

16π2
mc(ūLσµνcR)F µν , O8 =

gs
16π2

mc(ūLσµνT
acR)Gµν

a ;

(1.46)

• semi-leptonic operators, O9 and O10:

O9 =
e2

16π2
(ūLγµcL)(l̄γµl), O10 =

e2

16π2
(ūLγµcL)(l̄γµγ5l). (1.47)

Together with O7, these are the main contributions to short distance
processes in D0 → µ+µ−.

For the D0 → µµ short distance contribution it is convenient to use an
effective description with the W boson and the b being integrated out as
their thresholds are reached [15]:

Heff = −4GF√
2

[ ∑
q=d,s,b

C
(q)
1 (µ)O(q)

1 (µ) + C
(q)
2 (µ)O(q)

2 (µ) +
10∑
i=3

Ci(µ)Oi(µ)

]
,

mb < µ < MW

Heff = −4GF√
2

[∑
q=d,s

C
(q)
1 (µ)O(q)

1 (µ) + C
(q)
2 (µ)O(q)

2 (µ) +
10∑
i=3

C ′i(µ)O′i(µ)

]
,

µ < mb, (1.48)

where the primed quantities indicate where the b has been eliminated
(while all the terms of order 1/M2

W above µ = mb are retained), and where
the dependence on the CKM matrix elements is contained in the Wilson
coefficients.

The D0(p) → µ+(k+, s+)µ−(k−s−) (p and k± are the momenta and s±
the polarisations) decay amplitude matrix can be expressed as

MD0→µ+µ− = ū(k−, s−) [AD0→µ+µ− + γ5BD0→µ+µ− ] v(k+, s+), (1.49)

and the decay amplitude is then calculated to be
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ΓD0→µ+µ− =
MD

8π

√
1− 4

m2
µ

M2
D

[
|AD0→µ+µ−|2 +

(
1− 4

m2
µ

M2
D

)
|BD0→µ+µ−|2

]
.

(1.50)
While the AD0→µ+µ− term cancels, in the BD0→µ+µ− term a short-distance

and a long-distance contribution can be derived. We thus obtain

B
(s.d.)

D0→µ+µ− '
G2
FM

2
WfDmµ

π2
F, (1.51)

for the short-distance contribution, where

F =
∑
q=d,s,b

VuqV
∗
cq

[
xq
2

+
αs
4π
xq ·

(
ln2 xq +

4 + π2

3

)]
, (1.52)

and the term xq = m2
q/M

2
W . In the expression for F , the mass of the lep-

tons in the final state (here mµ) appears, making the helicity suppression
mechanism explicit. The branching fraction for this contribution is

B(s.d.)(D0 → µ+µ−) ' 10−18. (1.53)

The long-distance contribution takes into account the case of a single inter-
mediate particle,

B
(l.d., mix)

D0→µ+µ− =
∑
Pn

〈Pn|H|D0〉 1

M2
D −M2

Pn

BPn→µ+µ− , (1.54)

where Pn = π0, η, η′ is the intermediate particle and B(mix) = B(ground state) +
B(resonant state) and which contributes as

B(l.d., single particle)(D0 → µ+µ−) ' 2.5 · 10−18, (1.55)

and the case of a two-photon intermediate state, obtained starting from the
branching fraction of D0 → γγ as

B(l.d.,γγ)(D0 → µ+µ−) ' 2.7 · 10−5B(D0 → γγ). (1.56)

where B(D0 → γγ) < 8.5 · 10−7 at CL = 90% [16], thus

B(l.d.,γγ)(D0 → µ+µ−) . 2.3 · 10−11 at 90% C.L.. (1.57)

The current upper limit has been fixed by the LHCb experiment to be [17]
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B(D0 → µ+µ−) < 6.2(7.6) · 10−9 at 90% (95%) C.L. (1.58)

using a data sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 0.9 fb−1

of pp collisions collected during 2011 at a center-of-mass energy of 7 TeV.
The experimental limit is therefore two orders of magnitude greater than
the sensitivity of the theoretical prediction, with a strong contribution to
the statistical error attributable to particle misidentification.

Different processes due to physics beyond the Standard Model could con-
tribute to the decay channel D0 → µ+µ−. Some of them could enhance the
short-distance effects of several orders of magnitude, like those described by
R-parity violating models [15, 18] and models with Randall-Sundrum warped
extra dimensions [19].



CHAPTER 2
The LHCb experiment

2.1 The Large Hadron Collider

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is the largest and most powerful particle
accelerator ever built. It is located at the European Organisation for Nuclear
Research (CERN) in Geneva at about 100 m underground in the 27 km long
tunnel that previously hosted the Large Electron-Positron collider (LEP).

The LHC is the final stage of a series of particle accelerators (for protons
and Pb nuclea, in particular) whose layout is reported in Fig. 2.1: the first
stage is the Linac2, which accelerates the particles to 50 MeV; particles are
then injected into the PS Booster, where they reach 1.4 GeV; the next step is
the Proton Synchrotron (PS) where they accelerate to 25 GeV; particles are
then sent to the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS), which accelerates them
to 450 GeV; finally they reach the LHC where they are accelerated to the
required energy.

Inside the accelerators, the beams circulate in opposite directions into two
beampipes, guided by a strong magnetic field generated by super-conducting
magnets. The performances of the accelerator are defined by the centre-of-
mass energy of the colliding beams,

√
s, which represents the available energy

to produce new particles, and by the instantaneous luminosity, L, which is
the ratio of the number of events detected in a certain time to the interaction
cross-section, σ. The LHC has been designed to reach

√
s = 14 TeV and

L = 1034 cm−2 s−1.
Particles collide at four locations along the ring of the LHC, which cor-

respond to the position of the four main LHC experiments [20]: A Large

19
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Figure 2.1: Overview of the Cern Accelerator Complex [21].

Ion Collider Experiment (ALICE), A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS (ATLAS),
Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS), and Large Hadron Collider beauty exper-
iment (LHCb). The ALICE experiment is focused on the study of Quark
Gluon Plasma (QGP) through QCD studies in heavy ion collisions. ATLAS
and CMS are general purpose experiments, which study the full spectrum
of high-energy physics. LHCb is dedicated to the study of b- and c-hadron
decays and will be described in detail in the following Section.

2.2 The LHCb experiment

The LHCb detector [22] has been built in the cavern of the former DELPHI
detector at LEP. It has been designed as a high precision experiment devoted
to the search of physics beyond the Standard Model through the study of
CP violation and rare decays in hadrons containing b and c quarks.

LHCb is a single-arm forward spectrometer covering the pseudorapidity
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Figure 2.2: Two-dimensional view of the LHCb experiment. The right-
handed coordinate system is used that has the z axis along the beam direc-
tion, the y axis vertically upwards and the x axis pointing towards the center
of the LHC ring.

range 2 < η < 5. This choice for the geometry, which is reported in Fig.
2.2, has been driven by the fact that, at high energy, hadrons from b-b pairs
from p-p collisions are mainly produced in the same forward or backward
cone at the typical LHC collision energies (

√
s >1 TeV).

Data quality is affected by the pile-up caused by high peaks in luminos-
ity. In order to bring the pile-up under control, LHCb operates at lower
(with respect to the other LHC experiments) and leveled luminosity. This
operational mode allowed to collect data corresponding to an integrated lu-
minosity of ∼ 1 fb−1, ∼ 2 fb−1, and ∼ 320 pb−1 in 2011, 2012, and 2015,
respectively.

Excellent resolution, both in momentum and time, are required for an
effective separation of the decays of interest from the background. LHCb
detectors provide a precise measurement of momentum p, with a relative un-
certainty which varies from 0.5% at low momentum p to 1% at 200 GeV/c.
This translates into a precise determination of the invariant mass, whose res-
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olution is ∼ 8 MeV/c2 for B → J/ψ X decays, ∼ 22 MeV/c2 for two-body
B decays and ∼ 100 MeV/c2 for Bs → φ γ. The impact parameter (IP) is
measured with a resolution of 20 µm for particles having high transverse mo-
mentum pT . Good decay time resolution is important to resolve B0

s flavour
oscillations and is measured to be 45 fs for Bs → J/ψ φ and Bs → Ds π.
In addition to this, charged particle identification is essential in any flavour
physics programme in order to isolate suppressed decays: LHCb detectors
guarantee high efficiency ensuring at the same time low particle misidentifi-
cation: εe ∼ 90% for 5% P(h→ e), εK ∼ 95% for 5% P(π → K), εµ ∼ 97%
for 1–3% P(π → µ).

2.3 Tracking System

As already pointed out in Sec. 2.2, the LHCb tracking system includes a ver-
tex locator system (VELO) and four planar stations: the Tracker Turicensis
(TT) and the T stations (T1, T2, and T3). They use silicon microstrip de-
tectors, with the exception of the outermost regions of the T stations, the
Outer Tracker (OT), where straw-tubes technology is employed.

2.3.1 VErtex LOcator

The LHCb experiment must guarantee a precise vertex reconstruction, since
a displaced secondary vertex is a distinctive feature of the decays LHCb is
optimised for; as an example, the average distance between the production
vertex and the vertex of a B hadron decay is of approximately 12 mm.

The VErtexLOcator (VELO) [23] design, represented in Fig. 2.3, has been
optimised to provide a precise measurement of the track coordinates close
to the interaction region, and of the position of the primary and secondary
vertices. It consists of two series of planar half-circular silicon detector mod-
ules arranged along the beam direction as in Fig. 2.4 placed at a radial
distance of 8 mm from the beam when the detector is in its closed config-
uration. This distance is smaller than the aperture required by the LHC
during beam injection and the two halves must therefore be retracted during
injection and ramping (open configuration). The positioning system has an
accuracy of 10 µm. The detector is contained in a vacuum vessel, which is
mantained at the same vacuum level as the LHC beampipe (primary vac-
uum, 10−8 mbar) while the sensors are held inside two boxes under a lower
vacuum (secondary vacuum, 10−4 mbar). The internal walls of the boxes are
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Figure 2.3: Full layout of the VELO.

called RF foils and are designed to suppress weak fields generated by beam
bunches passing through the VELO, thus affecting the VELO system due
to Radio-Frequency pick-up, and to minimise the material budget (9% of a
radiation lenght) seen by particles from the interaction region.

The optimal angular coverage is reached with pairs of R- and φ-segmented
sensors (thus providing a radial and an azimuthal measurement, respec-
tively), each with an azimuthal coverage of ≈ 182° in order to give a small
overlap between the two halves, simplifying the relative alignment. The third
coordinate, along the beam axis, is determined from the knowledge of the
modules position.

As can be seen in Fig. 2.5, the φ-sensors are divided into an inner and an
outer part in order to lower the occupancy; the area of the two parts has been
chosen in order to equalise the occupancy; for the same reason, the concentric
strips of the R-sensors are divided into four segments 45°-wide. The pitch
varies from 39.3 µm to 78.3 µm (97 µm) for the inner (outer) part of the φ-
sensors and from 40 µm to 101.6 µm for the R-sensors. The strip resolution
strongly depends on the pitch, and the best resolution has been measured
to be 7 µm. Its high spatial resolution enables a precise determination of
the particles’ flight direction close to the primary interaction, resulting in
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Figure 2.4: Arrangement of the VELO modules along the beam direction
(top) and layout of the sensors for the closed and open configurations (bot-
tom).

(a) Detailed scheme of the two
VELO-sensor types.

(b) Photo of a VELO φ-sensor.

Figure 2.5: The VELO R- and φ sensors.
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Figure 2.6: IPx (dark blue circles) and IPy (blue triangles) resolution as a
function of momentum determined with data collected in 2012 [24].

an excellent impact parameter resolution which reaches σIP ∼ 20 µm for
high-momentum tracks, as can be seen in Fig. 2.6.

The sensors operate in a harsh radiation environement, with the highest
radiation level in the innermost region; for this reason a two-phase CO2

cooling system maintains the temperature of the detector modules below
-5°C.

2.3.2 Dipole Magnet

In order to determine the charge and measure the momentum of charged
particles, the LHCb experiment uses a dipole magnet whose magnetic field
orientation is such that the Lorentz force experienced by charged particles
bends their trajectories in the horizontal (xz) plane (see Fig. 2.2 for axes
orientation). The magnet is placed between the TT and T1, and its scheme
is depicted in Fig. 2.7. Its design had to accomodate the contrasting requests
for a residual field inside the RICHs less than 2 mT and a bending power
as high as possible between the VELO and the TT. The magnet consists of
two identical and symmetrical coils, composed of fifteen pancakes of pure
Al-99.7 each with a central cooling. A field mapping has been performed
to measure the three components of the magnetic field inside the tracking
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Figure 2.7: Perspective view of the LHCb dipole magnet. The interaction
region lies behind the magnet.

volume (which is 3.6 T·m) with a precision of about 4 · 10−4. In Fig. 2.8
the main component of the field, By, is shown together with the result of
the model calculation. In order to perform physics systematics checks, the
magnet polarity is periodically switched during data taking. Using data
collected in both configuration allows to reduce the effects due to residual
asymmetries in the geometrical acceptance.

2.3.3 Tracker Turicensis

The Tracker Turicensis (TT) [25] is located downstream of the VELO and
upstream of the magnet. The position is crucial for the fulfillment of its
purpose of (offline) reconstruction of the trajectories of long-lived neutral
particles decaying outside the acceptance of the VELO, such as the K0

S and
of low-momentum particles, which are bent outside the acceptance of the
experiment before reaching T1. The TT consists of four detection layers
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Figure 2.8: y component of the magnetic field as measured along the z axis
for both polarities.

rotated by a stereo angle of 0°/+5°/-5°/0° arranged in two pairs to aid the
track reconstruction algorithms. The active area of the tracker covers the
nominal acceptance of LHCb (300 mrad in the horizontal plane, 250 mrad in
the vertical plane). The layout of the third layer is shown in Fig. 2.9. The
basic unit is the half module, which includes seven silicon sensors organised
in sectors of different readout. Their readout hybrids are mounted at one end
of the half module. The main advantage of this design is that all the cooling
and front-end readout are outside the acceptance of the experiment. The
silicon sensors are 500 µm thick and each of them is composed of 512 silicon
strips with a pitch of 183 µm; the resulting single-hit resolution is of about
50 µm. The four layers are housed in a light-tight thermally and electrically
insulated module, which is mainteined constantly at a temperature below
-5°C, and which has a nitrogen flushing system to avoid condensation.
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Figure 2.9: Layout of the third TT detection layer. Each colour represent a
different readout sector.

2.3.4 Inner Tracker

The Inner Tracker (IT) occupies the innermost region of the T1, T2, and T3
stations as can be seen in Fig. 2.10. This part of the T-stations is the one
experiencing the highest particle fluxes (∼ 5 · 10−5 cm−2 s−1), thus the same
detector technology as in TT is used: both detectors use silicon microstrip
sensors with a pitch of about 200 µm, which allows to reach a single-hit
resolution of about 50 µm. The same cooling strategy is also used. Each IT
consists of four detection boxes arranged around the beampipe as illustrated
in Fig. 2.11. Contrary to the TT, where most of the passive elements is
located outside acceptance, the material distribution in the IT is less uniform
due to readout hybrids, mechanical supports, cables and cooling located
inside acceptance; the material budget varies from 0.015 X0 per station for
the active area to a peak of 0.30 X0 in the narrow region of the cooling rods.

2.3.5 Outer Tracker

The Outer Tracker (OT), shown in Fig. 2.10, covers the remaining area of
the T1-T2-T3 stations. Its structure has been optimised for a precise de-
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Figure 2.10: Arrangement of the Tracker Turicensis (TT), and the two parts
of the T-stations: the Inner Tracker (IT) and the Outer Tracker (OT).

(a) Arrangement of the four IT boxes
around the beampipe.

(b) Scheme of an x detection layer of IT
in T2.

Figure 2.11: Views of the IT sub-detector.
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termination of the reconstructed b-hadrons and so an excellent momentum
resolution is needed: a mass resolution of 10 MeV/c2 translates into a re-
quired resolution on the momentum of δp/p ≈ 0.4%.

The OT is a gas drift detector designed as an array of straw-tube modules,
which uses a mixture of Ar (70%) and CO2 (30%) thus ensuring a fast drift
time (<50 ns, approximately two bunch crossings) and an adequate spatial
resolution (200 µm). The straw tubes are arranged in three station of four
layers each, rotated by 0°/+5°/-5°/0° with respect to the vertical axis. This
orientation ensures better reconstruction performances in the bending plane.
The detection modules are split into two independently movable halves (C-
frames) and supported by aluminium structures hosting all detector services,
sustained by a stainless steel structure (OT bridge) equipped with rails.
Thanks to the chosen arrangement, all the detector services and supports are
placed outside the LHCb acceptance, hence the material budget is mainly
due to the active part of the detector only (3.2 % of X0 per station).

2.3.6 Track reconstruction

The track reconstruction software combines the hits from the VELO, the
TT, the IT, and the OT subdetectors to form all the particle trajectories.
Tracks are divided into five categories, as illustrated in Fig. 2.12:

• long tracks traversing the full tracking system, from the VELO to
the T stations. They ensure a precise determination of the particle
momentum, thus being the most important set of tracks for b-hadron
decay reconstruction;

• upstream tracks traversing the VELO and the TT. This kind of
track is peculiar of low momentum particles, which are bent outside
the detector acceptance by the magnetic field. However, they also pass
through RICH1 where they may generate Cherenkov photons, thus
allowing to understand backgrounds in the RICH particle identification
algorithm;

• downstream tracks, which are only visible in the TT and in the T
stations. Usually attributable to decay products of the decay of long
lived particle that decay outside the VELO acceptance;

• VELO tracks only visible in the VELO and useful for primary vertex
reconstruction. A momentum estimation is not possible since the B
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Figure 2.12: Classification of the various track types that can be recon-
structed in the LHCb tracking system. The main B-field component (By) is
reported above as a reference.

field is very weak inside the VELO and these tracks can be described
as straight lines;

• T tracks are only visible in the T stations. They are tipically produced
in secondary interactions.

The track reconstruction starts from the search of track segments in the
VELO and in the T stations, where the magnetic field is low. This segments
act as the seed of the full track reconstruction. Once all candidate tracks have
been found by matching the seeds with other tracking hits, the trajectories
are refitted with a Kalman filter [26] which accounts for multiple scattering
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and magnetic field, and corrects for dE/dx losses. The χ2 variable of the fit
is used to monitor the quality of the reconstructed track.

2.4 RICH system

Hadronic multibody final states that are typical of b- and c-hadrons decay
modes often have very similar topology but different flavour content. In this
case the invariant mass is not always sufficient to discriminate between dif-
ferent final states, and the information provided by the RICH system, whose
primary role is the identification of charged hadrons (π, K, p), becomes fun-
damental. In addition to this, RICH subdetectors also give a contribution
to the identification of charged leptons (e and µ), which complements the
information from the calorimeters and the muon system, respectively. The
necessity for two RICH detectors arises from the fact that at large polar
angles the momentum spectrum is softer while at small polar angles it is
harder: the upstream detector, RICH1, covers the low momentum range
(from ∼1 GeV/c up to 60 GeV/c) thanks to an aerogel and a fluorobu-
tane (C4F10) radiators, while the downstream detector, RICH2, is optimised
to cover the high momentum range (from ∼ 15 GeV/c up to and beyond
100 GeV/c) using a tetrafluoromethane (CF4) radiator (see Fig. 2.13). While
RICH1 covers the full angular acceptance (from ±25 mrad to ±300 mrad
in the horizontal plane and ±250 mrad in the vertical plane), RICH2 has a
limited geometrical acceptance (from ∼ ±15 mrad to ±120 mrad in the hor-
izontal plane and ±100 mrad in the vertical plane). Both subdetectors use
a combination of flat and spherical mirrors to focus the Cherenkov light and
reflect the image out of the spectrometer acceptance. Hybrid Photon De-
tectors (HPDs) are used to detect the Cherenkov photons in the wavelenght
range 200–600 nm. The HPDs are divided in pixels in order to measure the
position of the incoming photon.

2.4.1 RICH1

The RICH1 is located upstream of the magnet, between the VELO and
the TT subdetectors. A scheme of the RICH1 subdetector is shown in
Fig. 2.14(a). Its design has been optimised to satisfy the following crite-
ria:

• minimisation of the material budget within the particle acceptance:
to satisfy this requirement, lightweight spherical mirrors have been
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Figure 2.13: Cherenkov angle, defined as θC = 1
nβ

, as a function of momen-
tum for the three different RICH radiators.

chosen, and all the other components are placed outside acceptance;
this lead to a total radiation lenght of ∼8% X0;

• the necessity for hosting the beryllium beampipe;

• shielding of the HPDs from the field generated by the LHCb dipole
magnet; they are surrounded by large iron shield boxes and placed in
MuMetal cylinders in order to correctly operate in magnetic fields up
to 50 mT.

As previously said, the RICH1 uses two different radiators: an aerogel
and a gas. The aerogel covers the range of refractive indices between gas and
liquid. Despite being a solid it has an extremely low density and a refractive
index tuneable in the range 1.01–1.10, thus being ideal for the identification
of particles with momentum of a few GeV/c. In LHCb the aerogel radiator
was mainly used for the identification of protons; nevertheless, it has been
proven to be not effective and for this reason it has been removed during
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(a) Side schematic view of RICH1. (b) Top schematic view of RICH2.

Figure 2.14: Layout of the two Ring Imaging CHerenkov detectors at LHCb.

the Long Shutdown 1, with the positive consequence of increasing the gas
volume thus intensifying the photon production.

2.4.2 RICH2

The RICH2 is located between T3 and the first muon station, M1. Its
structure is shown in Fig. 2.14(b), which clarifies how unlike RICH1, RICH2
is developed horizontally, with the HPDs on the left and on the right of the
beamline. The overall design had to comply with the same constraints as
for RICH1. In this case the total radiation length including the gas radiator
is ∼0.15 X0.

2.4.3 RICH PID performances

The projection of the Cherenkov photons on the photon detectors is affected
by the imperfection of the imaging system. This causes the images formed
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Figure 2.15: Kaon identification efficiency and pion misidentification frac-
tion in data (left) and simulation (right) as a function of momentum. Two
different PID requirements have been imposed on the sample, resulting in
open and filled marker distribution.

on the photon detector planes to be distorted. For this reason two alterna-
tive pattern recognition techniques are preferred to the simple fitting of the
circles: the “local” and the “global” method. The first approach treats each
track independently to determine a value for the Cherenkov angle, defined
as θC = 1/nβ, for every hit in the photon detector plane, and a likelihood is
calculated for each mass hypothesis. This approach is only valid for low mul-
tiplicity of tracks, because the overlapping of rings due to different particles
can form a background. In this cases the global approach is preferred, which
implements a simultaneous fit to all track hypotheses, taking into account
the information from both RICH1 and RICH2. The discriminating variable
for the particle identification is the so called ∆ logL: the likelihood for a
certain mass hypothesis is taken as the difference of the likelihood logarithm
under a generic hypothesis and the pion mass hypothesis, which is taken as
a reference; in this way the ∆ logL for pion hypothesis is always zero:

∆ logL(X − π) = logL(X)− logL(π) ≡ DLL(X − π) (2.1)

where X = e, µ,K, p, π.

The RICH particle identification performance on data has been studied
in the control samples K0

s → π+π−, Λ → pπ−, and D∗+ → D0(K−π+)π+,
which provide background-free samples of π, K and p.

The performances for kaon efficiency (kaons identified as kaons) and pion
misidentification fraction (pions misidentified as kaons) is shown in Fig. 2.15
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as a function of momentum for data and simulation. Results are shown
with two different cuts on PID, one optimising the efficiency and the other
maximising the pion rejection fraction: in the first case, a likelihood for
the kaon ipothesis larger than that for the pion hypothesis is required, i.e.
∆ logL(K−π) > 0, and this results in a kaon efficiency of ≈ 95% with a pion
misidentification fraction of ≈ 10%; in the second case a stricter requirement
is used on PID, ∆ logL(K−π) > 5, and this reduces the pion misidentifica-
tion fraction to ≈ 3% with a modest reduction in kaon efficiency to ≈ 90%.
These values are averaged over the momentum range 2–100 GeV/c. For all
the distributions, a good agreement data–simulation is clear.

2.5 Calorimeters

The calorimeter system, which is located between the first two muon stations,
has been optimised for energy measurement and for the identification of
neutral hadrons, electrons and photons by selecting high transverse energy
(ET ) particles. The accurate reconstruction of π0 and prompt photons is
essential for the study of B-meson decays and for flavour tagging in general,
therefore the calorimeter system has a fundamental role for the LHCb physics
programme.

The sub-detectors constituting the calorimeter system are:

• the Scintillator Pad Detector (SPD);

• the Pre-Shower (PS);

• the Electromagnetic CALorimeter (ECAL);

• the Hadronic CALorimeter (HCAL);

and their design follow a classical scheme: the ECAL detects electrons and
photons and is followed by the HCAL for charged and neutral hadrons; in
order to select electrons from the charged pion background, the PS has been
built before the ECAL; in addition to this, in order to reject the background
of electrons from high-ET π

0s the SPD has been installed before the PS. The
calorimeter system is segmented into tiles in the xy plane, with a variable
lateral segmentation to cope with the hit density, which varies by two orders
of magnitude over the detector area. In particular, three different granulari-
ties have been chosen for the ECAL and projectively for SPD and PS, while
HCAL is segmented into two zones with larger cell sizes. The segmentation
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Figure 2.16: Lateral segmentation of the SPD, PS and ECAL (left), where
the cell dimensions are relative to the ECAL, and of the HCAL (right). One
quarter of the detector is shown.

scheme is shown in Fig. 2.16. All calorimeters have the same working princi-
ples: scintillation light is collected by wavelength-shifting (WLS) fibers and
transmitted to a photomultiplier tube (PMT). The single fibres of the SPD
and PS cells are read out by multianode photomultiplier tubes (MAPMT),
while the fibre bunches in HCAL and ECAL require individual phototubes.

2.5.1 Pre-Shower and Scintillator Pad Detector

The Pre-Shower (PS) and Scintillator Pad Detector (SPD) consist of two
planes of rectangular scintillator pads separated by a 15 mm thick lead con-
verter (∼ 2.5 X0). The two detector planes are not identical: due to the
projectivity requirements, the SPD is smaller than the PS by ∼ 0.45%. The
two sub-detectors are divided vertically into two halves that can slide in-
dependently on horizontal rails in order to allow service and maintenance
work. An ionizing particle crossing the scintillator produces light, which is
guided by the WLS fibre to clear fibres and finally a MAPMT pixel. The
long clear fibres allowed the positioning of the photomultiplier tubes outside
the detector acceptance.

The information from SPD (PS) is combined with data from ECAL to
reject π0 → γγ (γ(π±)) background from the e− candidate selection. The
e/π separation performances had been measured at the CERN SPS with
electrons and pions beams of momenta in the range 10–50 GeV/c. Pion
rejection of 99.6%, 99.6%, and 99.7% were achieved with electron retentions
of 91% , 92% , and 97% for 10, 20, and 50 GeV/c beams, respectively. The
γ/e separation at the trigger level is achieved using the SPD information. In
principle, charged particles deposit energy in the scintillator material while
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neutral particles do not interact; nevertheless, other processes can lead to
energy deposit in the scintillator resulting in a background. The dominant
process is the photon conversion in the detector material before the SPD.
Two other sources have been investigated with a photon beam and beams
of e and π of different energies:

• photon interactions in the SPD that produce charged particles inside
the SPD;

• back splashes, i.e. interactions due to backward moving particles gen-
erated in the lead absorber or in the ECAL.

The misidentification probability is of about 0.9% and 1.4%, respectively.
These results are in very good agreement with Monte Carlo simulation stud-
ies.

2.5.2 Electromagnetic CALorimeter

For the Electromagnetic CALorimeter (ECAL) the “shashlik”technology has
been chosen, in which sampling scintillator and lead absorbers alternate, and
they are read out by plastic WLS fibres. This technology ensures modest
energy resolution, fast time response, acceptable radiation resistance and
robustness. The design energy resolution is

σE
E

=
10%√
E
⊕ 1% (E in GeV), (2.2)

which results in a B mass resolution of 65–75 MeV/c2 depending on the
considered decay channel. The hit density varies over the active volume by
two orders of magnitude, thus the calorimeter is divided into three sections
of increasing granularity approaching the beampipe. Each module is 42 cm
thick, which corresponds to a total thickness of 25 X0 and a corresponding
Molière radius of 3.5 cm to fully contain high energy photons showers.

2.5.3 Hadronic CALorimeter

The sampling Hadronic CALorimeter (HCAL) structure consists of alter-
nating absorber layers of iron and scintillator, oriented with the scintillating
tiles that run parallel to the beam axis and hence to the particles flow. The
longitudinal length of tiles and iron spacers correspond to the hadron λI in
steel, and the detector thickness corresponds to 5.6 λI . The light is collected
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Figure 2.17: Illustration of Bremsstrahlung correction used for electron iden-
tification.

by WLS fibres running along the detector towards the back side where PMTs
are housed. The energy resolution can be approximated by

σE
E

=
80%√
E
⊕ 10% (E in GeV). (2.3)

2.5.4 Calorimeters PID performances

The electron identification is based on ECAL information about track mo-
mentum and energy of charged clusters, and matching between the corrected
barycenter position of the cluster with the extrapolatd track impact point.
The identification takes advantage of Bremsstrahlung photons emitted by
electrons before the magnet, as depicted in Fig. 2.17: if an electron radiates
photons in the material before the magnet, a separate cluster with energy
E1 is seen in the ECAL; if it radiates after the magnet, the Bremsstrahlung
photon will not lead to a separate cluster. For electron identification the
corresponding cluster energy E2 will be compared to the track momentum
(E2 = p), while the energy of the elctron at the origin is E0 = E1 +E2. Fur-
ther improvement is obtained by using the track energy deposit in the PS and
in the HCAL. The average efficiency to identify electrons from J/ψ → e+e−

decays in B0 → J/ψ K0
S events in the calorimeter acceptance is of about

95%, with a pion misidentification fraction of 0.7%.
The information from ECAL is also used for photon reconstruction and

identification. They are identified as clusters without an associated track.
Due to ECAL granularity, in a channel like B0 → π+π−π0, for a trans-

verse momentum of the π0 about 3 GeV/c, the reconstruction of the π0
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decay is a resolved pair of well separated photons, while for higher trans-
verse momentum the photon pairs cannot be resolved as a pair of clusters.
About 30% of the π0 from B0 → π+π−π0 lead to a single cluster that can
be ascribed to a merged π0.

2.6 Muon System

Many final states of B-decays that are sensitive to CP violation contain
muons. In particular, two muons are present in the final state of the two
gold-plated decays

B0
d → J/ψ(µ+µ−)K0

s and B0
s → J/ψ(µ+µ−)φ,

which play a major role in CP asymmetry and oscillation measurements.
Muons are also foreseen in rare B decays, such as the FCNC B0

s → µ+µ−,
which may reveal possible effects due to physics beyond the SM [27]. For
these reasons, efficient muons triggering and identification are crucial re-
quirements for the LHCb experiment.

2.6.1 Overview

The main requirement for the muon sub-detector is to provide a high-pT
muon trigger and must correctly identify the bunch crossing the muons be-
long to, with a time resolution better than 25 ns. It also has to provide
offline muon identification with an efficiency above 90% while maintaining
the pion misidentification probability below 1.5%, since an efficient and with
low contamination muon identification is fundamental for both tagging and
clean reconstruction of B decays with muons in the final state. The Muon
System [28, 29, 30], whose scheme is shown in Fig. 2.18, consists of five
rectangular stations (M1–M5) of scaling transverse dimensions, which guar-
antees an inner and outer acceptance of 20 (16) mrad and 306 (258) mrad
in the bending (non-bending) plane, respectively. This corresponds to an
acceptance of ∼20% for muons from inclusive b semileptonic decays.

The first station, M1, is placed in front of the calorimeters. For this
reason it provides a hits position measurement that is not affected by the
multiple scattering caused by the huge material of ECAL and, in particular,
of HCAL. Also if it is not used for muon identification purposes, it is funda-
mental to improve the pT measurement for the first level trigger. Stations M2
to M5 are placed downstream of the calorimeters and they are interleaved
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Figure 2.18: Side (left) and front (right) view of the LHCb Muon System.

Station Position (m)

M1 12.1
M2 15.2
M3 16.4
M4 17.6
M5 18.8

Table 2.1: Mean position of the five muon stations as measured from the
interaction point.

with 80 cm thick iron absorbers. The total material budget including the
calorimeters is of about 20 λI , thus the minimum momentum of a muon to
cross all the muon stations is approximately 6 GeV/c. Another iron absorber
is placed after M5 in order to attenuate the last muon station from particles
emerging from the tunnel. The distance from the interaction point of the
muon stations is summarised in Table 2.1. Since the detector modules are
arranged into two layers per each station, the reported position is defined as
the mean value of the positions of the two layers. Each station is divided
into four concentric regions (R1, R2, R3, R4) of segmentation scaling in the
ratio 1:2:4:8, optimised to have approximately the same particle flux and
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channel occupancy over the four region of a given station.

2.6.2 Detector Technology

The detector technology of choice has been determined taking into account
the following parameters:

• rate capability and ageing: the detector materials and the front-
end electronics must have good ageing properties in order to guarantee
ten years of LHCb data-taking without significant performance losses.
The particle flux varies of a factor of about 2 ·103 from the inner region
of the first station (M1R1) to the outer region of the last one (M5R4),
thus different detector performances and technologies are required;

• time resolution: the correct bunch crossing must be identified with
at least 95% efficiency within a 20 ns window for each of the two layer
in a station;

• spatial resolution: this parameter is crucial for both the pT measure-
ment accuracy and the muon detection efficiency, thus it influences the
sub-detector granularity. Inclined tracks can fire more than one chan-
nel generating a large geometrical cluster. Furthermore, since each
muon station consists of two detection layers, inclined tracks travers-
ing the station can hit two non-projective channels. The cluster size
depends on the intrinsic detector spatial resolution, on the two lay-
ers separation, and on the cross-talk between adjacent channels. The
constraints for the spatial resolution are the following: since M1 and
M2 are used for the measurement of the transverse momentum, their
x resolution is limited by the required precision on pT ; the limit on
the y dimension depends on the required rejection of background trig-
gers which do not point to the interaction region; the probability for
a crossing particle to fire more than one channel must be minimised,
so the cross talk between adjacent readout channels must be limited.
The required cluster size varies between 1.1 and 1.2 for the outer and
the inner regions, respectively.

Based on the above considerations, Multi-Wire Proportional Chambers
(MWPCs) have been adopted for the Muon System with the exception of the
innermost region of the first station (M1R1), which hosts triple Gas Electron
Multiplier (GEM) chambers.
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Figure 2.19: Exploded schematic view of a multi-wire chamber.

2.6.2.1 Multi-Wire Proportional Chambers

The MWPCs are composed of four (M2–M5) or two (M1) OR-ed active gas
gaps. The scheme for a four gap chamber is shown in Fig. 2.19. The gaps,
each having a wire spacing of 2 mm and a gas gap of 5 mm, have been shown
to ensure a time resolution of about 4 ns using a non-flammable gas mixture
of Ar/CO2/CF4 in the ratio 40/55/5. The double gap resulting from the OR
of the signals of two adjacent gas gaps has an efficiency above 95% in a 20 ns
window at a gas gain of G ' 105, achieved at a voltage of 2600-2700 V. The
main cluser size contribution is due to the cross talk generated by a particle
traversing the chamber between the edge of two adjacent pads. A lower limit
of 2.2 cm for the MWPC cathod pad x dimension is necessary not to exceed
a cluster size of 1.2.

2.6.2.2 Triple Gas Electron Multiplier chambers

The innermost region of the first muon station, M1R1, is the one experienc-
ing the highest charged particle flux, hence the one with the most stringest
requirements: it must be able to sustain a rate up to 500 kHz/cm2 and must
have special radiation hardness to ensure ten years of LHCb operation with-
out showing ageing effects. The only way to obtain such a performance in a
wire chamber is to decrease the gain, at the price of a worse signal-to-noise
ratio. The triple-GEM detector technology was then selected. The M1R1
area hosts 12 chambers with active area 20×24 cm2 each. Two triple-GEM
detectors are superimposed and their readout pads logically OR-ed. A cross
section of the detector is shown in Fig. 2.20: three GEM foils are sandwiched
between anode and cathode planes, so that the ionisation electrons, produced
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Figure 2.20: Schematic side view of a triple-GEM detector.

in the drift gap between the cathode and the first foil, are guided by electric
fields through the three foils where they are multiplied, and they finally drift
to the anode in the induction gap. The induced current signal is read on
the pads. Tests on prototypes have shown how the mixture Ar/CO2/CF4 in
the ratio 45:15:40 allows to achieve a time resolution better than 3 ns. The
efficiency is above 96% in a 20 ns window at a gain of 6·103, with a maximum
pad cluster size of 1.2.

2.6.3 Readout

The requirements of spatial resolution and rate capability vary strongly over
the detector, hence detector size and granularity change from station to
station and from region to region, even if detectors in the same station/region
are equal. All the chambers are segmented into physical pads : anode wire
pads or cathode pads in the MWPCs and anode pads in the GEM chambers.
Each physical pad is read out by one front-end (FE) electronics channel. The
detector read-out is different depending on the position in the System: all
R4 chambers have wire read-out, while in regions R2 and R3 in M2 and M3
both wires and cathode pads are read out, with the anode wires grouped into
vertical strips to measure the track x coordinate and the y provided by the
cathode pads. The remaining chambers have pad read-out. The situation is
summarised in tables 2.2 to 2.4.

The size of the physical pads is often limited by the noise and dead-time
acceptable levels on FE channels, which are linked to the rate on the pad and
to its electrical capacitance. This lead to physical pads that are smaller than
required by spatial resolution. In these cases a logical pad is built OR-ing up
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M1/2/3/4/5

R1 12
R2 24
R3 48
R4 192

Table 2.2: Number of chambers per each region in the stations of the Muon
System.

M1 M2/3 M4/5

R1 GEM W+2P P
R2 2P W+2P P
R3 P P P
R4 W W W

Table 2.3: Chamber technology in the LHCb Muon System (W = anode
wires, P = cathode pads, 2P = double cathode readout).

M1 M2/3 M4/5

R1 384 224 192
R2 384 224 96
R3 192 192 96
R4 48 48 48

Table 2.4: Number of physical channels per chamber in the LHCb Muon
System.
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Figure 2.21: Scheme of the mixed readout adopted for R1-R2 regions in
M2-M3 muon stations. Here the situation in M2R1 is represented. The
coincidence between crossing vertical wire pads and cathode pads, as the
one in grey, defines the logical pad, shown in black.

to four adjacent physical pads through the FE electronics. In some cases the
required spatial resolution imposes x logical pad size which are too small to
be built. This happens in R1-R2 of M2-M3. The solution is a mixed readout:
a narrow wire-strip defines the x resolution, and a cathode pad defines the
y resolution; the logical pads are then obtained as the AND of the wire and
cathode pads, as illustrated in Fig. 2.21. The first station, M1, is the one
experiencing the highest channel occupancy, therefore the signal from the
logical pads are not further processed. On the contrary, in other regions of
the subdetector it is possible to reduce the number of output logical fibres
further OR-ing several contiguous pads building a large logical channel, in
the form of horizontal (y) and vertical (x) strips. The information on the
logical pad is then reconstructed by the coincidence of crossing strips. The
sector defined by the lenght of x and y logical channel strips is the logic unit
and is called trigger sector. In Fig. 2.22 the partitioning of a quadrant in
M2-M3 in sectors is shown.

The relationship between physical channels, logical channels, logical pads
and trigger sectors for the various parts of the muon system is summarised
in numbers in tables 2.5 to 2.7.
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Figure 2.22: Front view of one top quadrant of stations M2 and M3 showing
the sectors and a horizontal and a vertical strip per region.

M1 M2/3 M4/5

R1 2PC-P = 1LP = 1LC
2PC-P = 6LP = 1LC-X

2PC-P = 1LP = 1LC
2PC-W = 8LP = 1LC-Y

R2 4PC-P = 1LP = 1LC

8PC-P = 12LP = 1LC-X
2PC-P = 1LP

1LC-X = 4LP

2PC-W = 4LP = 1LC-Y
1LC-Y = 3LP

R3 4PC-P = 1LP = 1LC
2PC-P = 1LP 4PC-P = 1LP
1LC-X = 4LP 1LC-X = 4LP
1LC-Y = 24LP 1LC-Y = 6LP

R4 4PC-W = 1LP = 1LC
2PC-W = 1LP 8PC-W = 1LP
4LP = 1LC-X 1LC-X = 4LP
24LP = 1LC-Y 1LC-Y = 6LP

Table 2.5: Relationship between physical channels (pads PC-P or wires PC-
W), logical pads (LP), and logical channels (x view LC-X or y view LC-Y)
in the LHCb Muon System. Physical channels are considered in pairs (e.g.
2PC-P is one double-gap), thus 2PC-P = 1LP = 1LC means that a double-
gap corresponds to one logical pad and coincides also with a logical channel.
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M1 M2/3 M4/5

R1 192 384 96
R2 96 192 48
R3 48 96 24
R4 12 24 6

Table 2.6: Number of logical pads per chamber in the LHCb Muon System.

M1 M2/3 M4/5

R1 - 6×8 -
R2 - 12×4 3×4
R3 - 24×4 6×4
R4 - 24×4 6×4

Table 2.7: Trigger sector size, reported in number of logical pads, per region
in the LHCb Muon System.

2.6.4 Electronics

The electronics can be divided into the front-end electronics, mounted di-
rectly on the muon detectors, and the off-detector electronics, located in
dedicated crates close to the sub-detector. A simplified overview of the ar-
chitecture is shown in Fig. 2.23. The electronic chain has to prepare the
information needed by the L0 muon trigger processor and to send data to
the DAQ system. The process can be schematised as follows:

• the front-end CARDIAC boards perform the amplification, shaping
and discrimination of the ≈ 122k chamber signals. In this step the time
alignment to correct for different cable lengths and different chamber
behaviours is performed;

• the logical-channel signals are generated by the logical OR of the phys-
ical channels directly on Front End boards and, when the trigger sector
spans more than one FE board, on special Intermediate Boards (IB);

• the signals from the logical channels are sent to the Off Detector Elec-
tronics (ODE) boards where they are tagged with the number of the
bunch crossing (BX identifier) and routed to the trigger processors via
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Figure 2.23: Scheme of the LHCb Muon System electronic chain.

zero-suppressed optical links; on the ODE also the time information,
measured by the TDC, is added and data are transmitted to the TELL1
boards and from there to the DAQ system.

In the following the electronic chain will be described in detail.

2.6.4.1 Front-End Board (FEB)

Three dedicated radiation hard Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs)
have been developed to adapt the readout scheme to the different regions in
the Muon System: CARIOCA, DIALOG and SYNC.

The chamber readout is performed via CARDIAC front-end boards di-
rectly plugged onto the chambers, each equipped with two CARIOCA chips
and one DIALOG chip.

The CARIOCA is a front-end amplifier-shaper-discriminator chip. The
curent pre-amplifier can handle the large spread in detector capacitances
encountered in the muon chambers (from 20 pF in M1R1 to 220 pF in M5R4
chambers). The dead time of a fired channel is in the range 50–60 ns. The
CARIOCA allows for the setting of different thresholds for all the channels.
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The DIALOG chip receive the outputs from the two CARIOCA chips
and performs the logical OR of corresponding pads in the two layers of a
chamber to form the logical channels.

For the GEM chambers a special version of the CARIOCA chip, the
CARIOCAGEM, has been produced, which has lower threshold and longer
shaping time to cope with the lower gas gain.

2.6.4.2 Service Boards and Pulse Distribution Module

The FEBs are managed by the Service Boards (SB), which handle the thresh-
old settings for the CARIOCA chip and the setting of the AND/OR logics
in the DIALOG chip. Each SB can control up to 192 CARDIAC boards.

A Pulse Distribution Module (PDM) resides in each of the 10 crates
containing the SBs and is used for the time alignment of the Muon System.

2.6.4.3 Intermediate Board

The Intermediate Boards (IBs) are essential whenever the generation of the
logical channels is not possible at the DIALOG level, i.e. when the logical
channel spans more than one FEB. This is the case everywhere except for
the whole M1 and the innermost region, R1, of the other stations.

2.6.4.4 Off Detector Electronics board

On the racks that host the IBs, also a total of 152 ODE is installed. Each
board receives up to 192 logical channels and outputs data to the L0 muon
trigger and to the DAQ system. The chip SYNC was especially developed
for the LHCb muon ODEs. It has 8 input channels connected to one logical
channel each, and one ODE boards hosts 24 SYNC chips. Each SYNC input
channel has an independent TDC circuit, which measures and monitors the
time phase of the input signal within the bunch crossing period. All the
SYNC chips mounted on the same ODE are driven by the same master clock,
which is synchronous with the LHCb BX structure. The SYNC provides the
time compensation tagging each logical signal with a BX identifier. The
resulting information is sent to the L0 trigger every 25 ns and stored in a
pipeline, the L0 buffer, where it waits 4 µs for the L0 Decision Unit response.
In case of affermative response from the Decision Unit, the event information
is sent to the TELL1 and finally to the DAQ.
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2.7 Trigger

The LHCb detector was conceived to operate at L = 2 · 1032 cm−2 s−1,
reduced by a factor ∼ 50 with respect to the LHC nominal luminosity, in
order to limit the number of p-p collisions per event, thus reducing the
radiation damage and facilitating the triggering and reconstruction due to
a lower channel occupancy. At the LHCb luminosity, the rate of visible
interactions1 is about 10 MHz, which has to be reduced to a maximum of
about 3 kHz to match the processing time and allow the storage for the offline
analysis. The reduction is achieved in two trigger levels: the Level-0 (L0)
trigger, which is an hardware-implemented trigger; the High Level Trigger
(HLT), which consists of a software application running on the CPUs of
an event-filter farm (EFF). The L0 trigger operates synchronously with the
40 MHz bunch crossing frequency, while the HLT is executed asynchronously.

The trigger architecture for Run I and Run II is illustrated in Fig. 2.24
and the two main levels in the trigger are explained in more detail in the
following.

2.7.1 Level-0 trigger

The aim of the L0 trigger is to reduce the LHC beam crossing rate of 40 MHz
to a rate at which the HLT can process the event. As depicted in Fig. 2.25,
the information collected for each event is sent to the L0 Decision Unit (L0-
DU) which make the final decision performing an OR of the decisions of
three sub-systems: the Calorimeters, the Muon System, and the Pile-Up
system. Hence the discriminating variables are the transverse energy, ET ,
deposited in the calorimeters, the transverse momentum, pT , of muons and
the multiplicity of primary interactions.

The Calorimeters Triggers look for high ET particles (e, γ, π0 or hadrons)
forming clusters of 2×2 cells and selecting the clusters with the largest trans-
verse energy. Particle identification is assigned according to the information
from SPD, PS, ECAL and HCAL. The ET for all HCAL cells is summed
to reject beam crossing without visible interactions. The number of SPD
cells with a hit are counted to measure the charged track multiplicity in the
crossing.

1An interaction is defined to be visible if it produces at least two charged particles
that can be recostructed from the hits in the VELO and T1–T3.
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Figure 2.24: The LHCb trigger schemes for Run I (left) and Run II (right).

The Muon Trigger selects the two muons with the highest pT for each
quadrant of the muon detector. The muon chambers allow stand-alone muon
reconstruction with a resolution on the transverse momentum of ∼20%.

The Pile-Up system, placed upstream of the VELO, rejects events with
multiple visible interactions. The system uses two VELO R-sensor modules
to estimate the primary vertex positions by measuring the radii of traversing
tracks. If the distribution of the position in z of the primary vertices shows a
second peak in addition to the highest found peak, the event can be rejected.

The time between the p − p interaction and the decision of the L0-DU
is fixed to a maximum of 4 µs, including the time-of-flight of the particles,
cable and front-end electronics delays (∼2 µs).

The L0 trigger selectivity can be adjusted depending on the running
conditions. During Run I, in order to optimise the resources use, a fraction
of ∼20% of L0-accepted events was deferred to disk in order to be processed
during the inter-fill time.
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Figure 2.25: Overview of the L0 trigger. Numbers are related to the channels
received by each one of the three sub-systems: every 25 ns the pile-up system
receives 2048 channels from the pile-up detector, the calorimeters triggers
receives 19420 channels from SPD, PS, ECAL, and HCAL, finally the muon
trigger handles the 25920 logical channels from the Muon System.
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2.7.2 High Level Trigger

The High Level Trigger (HLT) is a software trigger implemented in C++
whose algorithms run on an event filter farm (EFF) of ∼2000 CPUs. Its
software nature makes it extremely flexible, so that it can be modified when
needed to match running conditions and physics requirements.

The HLT is divided into two phases that are executed in sequence: HLT1,
which has to confirm the L0 decision and to perform a partial event recon-
struction; HLT2, where a complete event reconstruction is performed.

The HLT1 is divided into alleys, one for each L0 sub-trigger. Level-0
objects (clusters from the calorimeter and muon tracks) are further processed
to add information from VELO and T-stations. About ∼15% of these events
are selected by multiple triggers, and will consequently pass by more than
one alley.

The rate of events accepted by HLT1 alley is sufficiently low to allow
HLT2 to perform a full event reconstruction at the same precision as the
off-line analysis. The HLT selection differs from the off-line reconstruction
in not using a Kalman filter since this is too CPU consuming. Very loose
cuts are used to select a set of tracks to form composite particles (e.g. φ→
K+K− or J/ψ → µ+µ−) that are subsequently used for different inclusive
(e.g.B → φX) and exclusive (e.g. B → φJ/ψ) selections. The final trigger is
the logical OR of the inclusive and exclusive selections, and the event rate is
reduced to about 2 kHz, which can be written to storage for further analysis.

During Run II the trigger underwent the most innovative interventions.
The 20% increase in multiplicity due to the increased luminosity reflects
in an increment of the signal, thus the trigger has to be more selective,
since the maximum read-out rate is limited to 1 MHz. In this phase 100%
of the events can be buffered to disk before HLT2 while performing the
online alignment and calibration of the sub-detectors. The new streaming
strategy also allows to only store the event candidates information for a
selection of physics analyses thanks to a direct trigger reconstruction called
Turbo Stream, with the advantage of reducing the event size of one order of
magnitude. Currently, the 20% of the HLT output bandwidth is dedicated
to the Turbo Stream.

2.7.3 Trigger decision categories: TIS and TOS

An event that has been written on tape has been necessarily selected by the
trigger. Accepted events are identified by the trigger decision that inter-
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vened. In particular two categories can be identified:

• Trigger On Signal (TOS): the trigger was fired by particles belonging
to the studied decay;

• Trigger Independent of Signal (TIS): events that passed the trigger
selection because of particles not used to reconstruct the decay under
study. This means that removing a TIS candidate the trigger will still
accept the event.

2.8 Simulation in LHCb

The Monte Carlo production in LHCb uses a software package called Gauss [31]
to simulate the events. The procedure starts with Pythia [32] to simulate the
proton collisions, then EvtGen [33] creates the particle decays. After the gen-
eration phase, Geant4 [34] is used to propagate the created particles through
a simulated version of the LHCb detector. This step makes use of the De-
tector Description Data Base (DDDB), which stores information about the
size, shapes and materials composing the detector. Finally, the simulation of
the digital output of the detector is done using a software called Boole [35],
which simulates the digital output of the detector. The Moore [36] package
allows to re-apply the software trigger on the Boole output events.

2.9 Reconstruction and analysis

The necessity to store the enormous amount of data collected by the exper-
iments at the LHC is a crucial point to deal with. The so-called Worldwide
LHC Computing Grid (WLCG) [37] provides the computing resources that
store, distribute and analyse the data. It is organised in a multi-tier struc-
ture, where each tier provides a specific set of services. The events filtered
by the EFF are first stored at the Tier-0 at CERN. These data contain basic
information on the detector, like the number of hits on a system or the read-
out response of sub-detectors, and are stored in a file format called RAW.
The RAW data are then copied to different Tier-1s to be further processed.
After, the full event reconstruction is performed (in LHCb this is done us-
ing the Brunel package). The output of the reconstruction contains physics
quantities like primary vertex coordinates, track trajectories, and momen-
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tum and energy of calorimeter clusters. At this point data are saved in the
file format called SDST.

Despite the huge storage capabilities provided by the WLCG, only a
small fraction of the data produced at LHCb can be stored on disk. Since
the fraction of events useful for each single analysis is rather small, it be-
comes mandatory to apply a preselection of events. This stage is named
Stripping. The Stripping procedure applies loose selections on the collected
data, filtering the sample and creating the candidates that will be used in
the final analysis. The output file format is called DST and contains the pos-
sible candidates together with the information of the reconstruction phase
and also the RAW data relative to each event. Stripping lines corresponding
to similar physics programmes are grouped into Streams, so to decrease the
amount of time required to extract the information about the signal decays.
The DSTs can be used for user analysis and they are stored on disk for a
faster and more efficient access. The corresponding RAWs and SDSTs are
then transferred to magnetic tapes.



CHAPTER 3
The LHCb Upgrade

The outstanding results obtained during Run I and Run II show that the
LHCb detector is performing extremely well. Nevertheless, to fully exploit
its flavour physics potential, LHCb has planned a high-luminosity phase to
perform very high precision measurements so that the experimental sensitiv-
ity could approach the same order of magnitude of the theory uncertainties.
This cannot be achieved without upgrading the detector [38, 39]. The up-
graded detector will go beyond the limitations due to the fact that the trigger
yield on hadronic events saturates already at 4·1032 cm−2 s−1, as shown in
Fig. 3.1, because of the available bandwidth and the limited discriminating
power of the hadronic hardware trigger. The strategy is to increase the lu-
minosity to Linst = 2 · 1033 cm−2 s−1 completely removing the L0, and to
reading out the entire detector at 40 MHz. The following assumptions are
made for the upgrade:

• the proton beams will collide at
√
s of 14 TeV;

• the instantaneous luminosity in the LHCb experiment will be at least
Linst = 2 · 1033 cm−2 s−1, and will be achieved with a bunch separation
of 25 ns and a pile-up of ν = 7.6;

• the polarity of the LHCb dipole magnet will change with a similar
frequency as in Run I and Run II, to achieve the same amount of
collected data with each configuration for a better control of potential
systematic biases.

57
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Figure 3.1: Trigger yield for different B mesons decays. Each point
is normalised to the trigger yield expected in nominal conditions at
L = 2 · 1032 cm−2 s−1.

The consequence of the 40 MHz readout is that all the sub-detector front-
end and back-end electronics (only compatible with the current 1 MHz read-
out) must be replaced and the sub-detectors must be adapted to the new
conditions.

In this Chapter the physics justification for the high luminosity phase is
presented together with the modifications foreseen for the LHCb detector;
in particular, the new Muon System will be described in detail in the last
section.

3.1 Physics Motivation

The current detector has been demonstrated to be able to achieve all the
purposes foreseen for the first phase of data taking, allowing to significantly
extend the precision of many key observables in B and D physics. However
the upgrade is mandatory for improving the selection efficiency for hadronic
final states in B and D decays. The upgraded version of the detector, with
the possibility to run at higher luminosity, the removal of the hardware trig-
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ger and the strengthening of particle identification capabilities will allow to
collect 50 fb−1 of data in ten years of operation. First of all, the upgraded
experiment will play a key role in the field of quark flavour physics, which
provides a powerful method for the search for New Physics effects and their
potential characterisation. In addition to this, a considerable number of
physics areas of interest will benefit from the increased sample size available
with the upgrade: examples include opportunities in the lepton sector (in-
cluding the search for lepton-flavour violation in τ decays and for low-mass
Majorana neutrinos), electroweak physics such as the determination of the
weak mixing angle, the search for long-lived new particles and QCD studies.
The upgraded LHCb experiment can thus be regarded as a multi-purpose
forward detector, which will be able to make measurements complementary
to, or of higher sensitivity than, those possible at the LHC general-purpose
detectors, ATLAS and CMS.

In the search for effects of processes beyond those foreseen in the Standard
Model in quark flavour physics, the studies can be divided into two main
categories:

• exploration: this category includes decay modes or observables a pri-
ori very sensitive to New Physics, but which are currently not accessi-
ble. Their existence means that the physics gain of the upgrade cannot
be assessed by mere applying a “1/

√
N” scaling to the expectations of

the existent detector;

• precision studies: these include the measurement of known parame-
ters with improved sensitivity, which will allow for more precise com-
parison with the theory.

The topics in the “exploration” group are expected to migrate to the category
of “precision studies” in the upgrade phase.

As examples of key studies, three cases are briefly introduced in the
following.

In the Standard Model, the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) ma-
trix determines the coupling of quarks to weak charged currents determing
weak-interaction eigenstates deriving from mass eigenstates mixing. The
complex phase appearing in CKM elements is the source of CP violation.
The measurement of the angle γ, defined as γ = arg [−VudV ∗ub/ (VcdV cb

∗)], of
the Unitarity Triangle from B → DK decays is a SM benchmark. It is one
of the least well known parameters of the quark mixing matrix: its value is
known with an uncertainty of 10° with negligible theoretical uncertainties,
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at the level of δγ/γ = O (10−6). Data collected during Run III are expected
to improve its precision by a factor of 10 [40].

Decays dominated by b → s penguin loop transitions like B0
S → ΦΦ

are particularly interesting for being highly sensitive to NP contributions
and their effect could appear in both time-dependent CP violation, which
is predicted to be close to zero in the SM, and in angular distributions. A
first measurement of the CP -violating weak phase Φs in LHCb has already
been published [41] and increasing the data set to the integrated luminosity
of the upgraded LHCb, the statistical uncertainty is expected to reach 0.03,
which is close to the accuracy of SM predictions from theory, which is 0.02.

Like B0
S → ΦΦ, the decays B0

S → µµ and B0 → µµ are forbidden at tree
level: due to the absence of direct FCNC, they can only occur via higher order
penguin diagrams. New Physics may contribute to these decays, which are
highly suppressed in the SM, enhancing the branchinf fraction beyond the SM
predictions. First evidence for B0

S → µµ has been found in LHCb [42], then
its observation and the evidence for B0 → µµ from the combined analysis of
data collected from LHCb and CMS has been published [43]. The presented
results are consistent with SM predictions, and larger data sets may allow
a distinct observation of B0 → µµ and a higher precise measurement of the
BF thus revealing possible effects of NP.

3.2 The upgrade of the LHCb detector

The main innovation introduced by the upgrade will be the implementation
of the 40 MHz read-out, which will require the replacement of all the front-
end electronics. In addition to this, several subsystems of the LHCb detector
have to be modified to cope with the new data taking conditions. Figure 3.2
shows the side view of the upgraded LHCb detector. The main changes are
introduced in the following.

In addition to the full 40 MHz readout, the trigger strategy (schematised
in Fig. 3.3 will take advantage of the removal of the L0 trigger (which was
responsible for the largest inefficiencies in the trigger chain). Currently,
the 20% of the HLT output rate is dedicated to the Turbo stream, and its
contribution is foreseen to grow so that after the LHCb upgrade the majority
of the analyses will profit from it.

The challenge for the VErtex LOcator (VELO) is to maintain and possi-
bly improve its performances at the increased intended luminosity, and also
to be sufficiently radiation hard; this can only be achieved with a complete
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Figure 3.2: Two-dimensional view of the LHCb experiment in its upgraded
configuration.

replacement of the silicon sensors and of the electronics. The conceptual
layout will remain unvaried but the strip technology will be replaced with
pixels of reduced thickness (from 300 µm to 200 µm) to cope with the in-
creased track multiplicity. The expected performances on the IP resolution
are shown in Fig. 3.4.

The TT needs to be substituted because the integrated front-end chip is
not compatible with the 40 MHz read-out and cannot be replaced without
damaging the module, for the current bounding of four consecutive sensors
to form strips will lead to unacceptably high occupancy at high luminosity,
and finally for being not sufficiently hard. The TT will be substituted with
the Upstream Tracker (UT), which will still consists of four planes of silicon
strips. The improvement include thinner sensors (from 500 µm to 250 µm)
with finer segmentation. In addition to this, the signal will be processed at
the sensors rather than being taken out with long cables, allowing to reduce
the elctronic noise. Hits in the Upstream Tracker will play a major role in
the rejection of ghost tracks. The requirement of having three or more UT
hits on tracks reconstructed in all sub-detectors (long tracks) is expected to
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Figure 3.3: Forseen trigger scheme for Run III in the LHCb experiment.

reduce the ghost track rate of a factor 2 – 4.

The T stations geometry was chosen to limit the maximum occupancy
of the OT in the external region to 10% at design luminosity. Improvements
have already been made to be able to collect data at an instantaneous lumi-
nosity of 5·1032 cm−2 s−1 with a maximum occupancy of 25%. Nevertheless,
at upgrade conditions the OT occupancy is expected to definitely be intol-
erable. The solution is to replace the modules with scintillating fiber mats,
which allow optical signal transportation outside the acceptance volume and
its read-out by Silicon Photonmultipliers (SiPMs). The new modules will
be hosted in three stations of four layers each, rotated by a stereo angle of
0°/+5°/-5°/0°. The new Scintillating Fibre Tracker (SciFi Tracker) has been
designed to reach an efficiency on the single hit εhit of about 99% and a spa-
tial resolution on the single hit on the bending plane σhit of about 100 µm.

For what concerns the RICH sub-detectors, a change of the overall struc-
ture is not required. Significant modifications are only planned for RICH1,
whose optical layout has to be modified to reduce the large foreseen occu-
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Figure 3.4: Impact parameter resolution as a function of 1/pT for particles
reconstructed in all tracking sub-detectors. The current VELO is shown in
black cirles will the upgraded VELO is represented by red squares. Both
are evaluated at ν = 7.6 and

√
s = 14 TeV. The grey histogram shows the

b-hadron daughter tracks relative population in each bin.
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Figure 3.5: Layout of the optical geometry for the current (a) and upgraded
(b) RICH1 sub-detector.
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Figure 3.6: Pion misidentification as a function of kaon identification ef-
ficiency for the instantaneous luminosities of 3.9 · 1032 (Lumi4), 10 · 1032

(Lumi10), 20 · 1032 (Lumi20), studied using the current geometrical layout
of RICH1 . The performances corresponding to Lumi20 with the upgraded
geometry are also reported.

pancy in the central region of the detector. To halve the occupancy, the
focal length of the spherical mirrors will be increased by a factor of ≈

√
2.

To restore the focusing, the spherical mirrors radius of curvature will also
increase. The changes will also improve the Cherenkov angle resolution re-
ducing the aberrations of the spherical mirrors. The features of the upgraded
RICH1 are visible from the comparison of Fig. 3.5 (a) and (b). The particle
identification performance for the current geometry is shown in Fig. 3.6 cor-
responding to three different luminosities, and is compared to the expected
performances for the upgraded sub-detector at the instantaneous luminosity
of 20·1032 cm−2 s−1: as the luminosity increases, the plot shows a loss in
performance that is mostly recovered when using the upgraded RICH1.

During the first two runs of data taking, the Calorimeter system per-
formed well despite the decision to operate at higher luminosity than fore-
seen. In view of Run III the removal of SPD and PS is foreseen, since their
main use is in the L0 trigger. As a consequence, the Calorimeter system
design will be simpler, with great advantages in terms of calibration and
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project costs. The modules of ECAL and HCAL already meet the require-
ments for the upgrade. The current Photonmultipliers will be kept and the
gain will be reduced by a factor of 5 to keep the same mean anode current as
today. As in the previous cases, the new readout at 40 MHz will require new
design of the front-end and back-end electronics. Radiation damage studies
show a sizeable degradation for the innermost modules of HCAL, but they
are not expected to remain operational for the full life span of the upgrade:
the eventual loss of HCAL central cells is expected not to impact upon the
physics performance of the experiment. ECAL modules are expected to be
able to remain operational up to an integrated luminosity of ∼20 fb−1 so
the substitution of the most irradiated modules is only foreseen for the third
Long Shutdown of the LHC.

The current muon stations M2 to M5 already meet the requirements for
the upgrade, with the usual exception of the readout electronics. This is not
true for the first muon station, M1, which will be removed. The upgrade
programme for the Muon System will be discussed in more detail in the next
Section.

3.3 The upgraded Muon System

3.3.1 Upgrade requirements and overview

For the upgrade, the Muon System must ensure high reconstruction and iden-
tification efficiencies for muons while keeping the misidentification fraction of
other particles as low as possible [44]. Being the most shielded sub-detector,
the Muon System will tolerate particle rates up to an instantaneous lumi-
nosity of 2·1033 cm−2 s−1 at the collision energy of 14 TeV in all stations
apart from M1, which will thus be removed; the particle flux is expected to
be very high in the innermost region of M2, and so the installation of ad-
ditional shielding around the beam-pipe in front of M2 is foreseen. Finally,
the off-detector readout electronics only provides information at the limited
rate of 1 MHz; for this reason the current Off Detector Electronics (ODEs)
boards will be substituted by the new ODEs (nODEs) based on a new ra-
diation tolerant custom ASIC, the nSYNC. In addition to these changes,
new algorithms are under study that are able to improve the pion rejection
performances at high pile-up conditions.
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3.3.2 Detector performances at high luminosity

The detector requirements that have been described in the previous subsec-
tion must be maintained up to an instantaneous luminosity of 2·1033 cm−2 s−1

and for an integrated luminosity of 50 fb−1. The main limiting factor in the
detector efficiency is the intense flux of charged and neutral particles and
the related appearance of ageing effects in the long run.

It has been possible to test the high-rate behaviour of the MWPCs at
the CERN Gamma Irradiation Facility (GIF) using a 100 GeV muon beam
superimposed upon the 662 keV γ flux of variable intensity from a 137Cs
radioactive source [45]. The detectors were tested with current densities
corresponding to the value expected in the most irradiated chamber of M2
at the instantaneous luminosity of 1·1033 cm−2 s−1, which corresponds to
30 nA/cm2. The muon beam also allowed to study the behaviour of the
front-end electronics. The tests showed no deterioration in the performance,
except for dead time effects. Possible space charge effects that might arise
at 2·1033 cm−2 s−1 will be of minor importance. The four gas gaps construc-
tion of the chambers guarantees the necessary redundancy in the system to
control potential inefficiencies. These results have been confirmed in two
dedicated test runs in 2012: one at 1033 cm−2 s−1 with 50 ns bunch spacing,
and one at lower luminosity but with 25 ns bunch spacing. Data collected
during the past years at LHCb have been used to extrapolate the behaviour
of the system at the upgrade conditions, since the particle rates measured in
the various stations and regions of the muon detector are found to scale very
well with the luminosity over several orders of magnitude. The extrapolated
rates are reported in Table 3.1.

The ageing effect on MWPCs has been studied in tests at the CERN
GIF and the ENEA Calliope Gamma Facility, accumulating a total charge
of about 0.45 C/cm with no degradation in performances. This value only
represents the 70% of the maximum integrated charge expected in the inner
region of M2 after the ten years of data taking. As a consequence, detector
ageing is expected to be a concern only after LS3, when about half of this
luminosity will have been collected.

3.3.3 Upgraded detector layout

A fundamental task is currently performed by the first muon station, M1, for
it guarantees an adequate muon momentum resolution in the L0 trigger. This
is not the case for the upgrade, when the huge hit occupancy would make
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Rates (kHz/cm2)

Region Minimum Average Maximum

M2R1 162±28 327±60 590±110
M2R2 15.0±2.6 52±8 97±15
M2R3 0.90±0.17 5.4±0.9 13.4±2.0
M2R4 0.12±0.02 0.63±0.10 2.6±0.4

M3R1 39±6 123±18 216±32
M3R2 3.3±0.5 11.9±1.7 29±4
M3R3 0.17±0.02 1.12±0.16 2.9±0.4
M3R4 0.017±0.002 0.12±0.02 0.63±0.09

M4R1 17.5±2.5 52±8 86±13
M4R2 1.58±0.23 5.5±0.8 12.6±1.8
M4R3 0.096±0.014 0.54±0.08 1.37±0.20
M4R4 0.007±0.001 0.056±0.008 0.31±0.04

M5R1 19.7±2.9 54±8 91±13
M5R2 1.58±0.23 4.8±0.7 10.8±1.6
M5R3 0.29±0.04 0.79±0.11 1.69±0.25
M5R4 0.23±0.03 2.1±0.3 9.0±1.3

Table 3.1: Expected rates on the muon sub-detector when operating at an
instantaneous luminosity of 2·1033 cm−2 s−1 at

√
s= 14 TeV. The reported

values are averages, in kHz/cm2, over the chamber with minimum illumina-
tion, the entire region, and the chamber with maximum illumination. The
values are obtained from an extrapolation of measured rates at 8 TeV [28].

the association of M1 hits to muon track segments impossible; in addition to
this, as a consequence of the foreseen Lower Level Trigger (LLT), the muon
momentum resolution requirements can be relaxed; finally, the first station
is not used for muon identification purposes. In the upgrade programme the
removal of station M1 has thus been scheduled.

The performance of the remaining stations, M2 to M5, already meets the
requirements for the upgrade for what concerns trigger and particle identi-
fication efficiency. Their physical layout will not be modified, however two
critical situations require a solution:

• in the logical channels in M5R4, which result from the logical OR of
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Figure 3.7: Location of the extra shielding foreseen behind HCAL [28].

24 front-end channels and reach an area of 0.5 m2, the occupancy is
already high and this leads to inefficiencies of a few percent due to dead
time. To reduce these inefficiencies, which will become more severe at
the upgrade luminosity, it is planned to increase the granularity of the
logical channels by removing the IBs and replacing them by new ODEs;

• in the present detector, the nuclear interaction length in front of M2
is 6.8 λI , 33% less compared to the thickness foreseen in the original
design. The reduced thickness has an acceptable absorption when run-
ning at design luminosity. However, the hit rate is expected to be very
high in the innermost muon chambers, especially because of insuffi-
cient absorption of particles produced in hadron showers close to the
beam-pipe. To ensure a better absorption of the particle flux, a lead
and tungsten shielding will be installed around the beam-pipe behind
HCAL, as indicated in Fig. 3.7.

3.3.4 Upgraded read-out and control electronics

The task of the muon read-out electronics is to convert the analogue signals
extracted from the detector front-end channels into logical channels to input
to the L0-muon trigger processors. The Muon System read-out architecture
has to be reoptimised for the upgrade for several reasons:

• the TDC information is only extracted at 1 MHz;
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• the Timing Fast Control (TFC) that provides all the synchronisation
signals in the present clock distribution system would need to be main-
tained in operation or emulated for the Muon System alone;

• the possible obsolescence of electronics components has to be taken
into account.

The solutions have been already identified and include the replacement of the
ODE, SB and PDM with new electronics boards, maintaining the present
crates and power supply based on the MARATON system; the upgraded
electronics will have to maintain the electric and mechanical compatibility
with the current system and also to allow a TDC readout at 40 MHz, to allow
for possible increase in read-out channel granularity, and finally to minimise
the number of read-out links. More in detail, the main component of the
new read-out will be the new Off-Detector Electronics board (nODE). The
nODE will have up to 192 input channels.

The core of the nODE will be a new radiation tolerant custom ASIC,
the new SYNC chip (nSYNC), which will integrate all the required function-
alities of clock synchronisation, bunch crossing alignment, hits production,
time measurements, histogram capability and buffers, in addition to the zero
suppression algorithm for the TDC data and the interfaces to the data ac-
quisition and TFC/ECS systems. In particular, the nSYNC will have 48
input channels, equipped with a 4-bit TDC each, which will measure the
phase of incoming signals with respect to the LHCb master clock. The TDC
information will be used to build a histogram of the incoming signal phase
in order to perform a fine-time synchronisation that is crucial to achieve the
required Muon System efficiency.

The DAQ interface must allow the data transfer of the binary hit infor-
mation to the corresponding TELL40 boards. The interface must allow the
data transfer of the TDC information to the TELL40 boards. A hit map will
provide the data geographic addressing that will be used for the trigger algo-
rithm and for TDC data decoding. Such a choice will allow an optimisation
of the bandwidth usage.

A single type of nODE is foreseen therefore a modularity of 96 bits per
hit link is required to fit all the trigger unit topologies present in the various
stations and regions of the Muon System. The nODE will also be compatible
with the current IB boards. In this way a simple replacement of an IB with
a nODE will reduce the logical channel dimension and their occupancy.

The current Muon Front-End Control electronics (MuFEC) based on the
SB and the PDM, which is used to control, monitor and test each channel
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of the detector front-end, will maintain the present architecture for what
concerns the crate allocation and module partitions. The new MuFEC will
use the GBT and Versatile link components to implement a TFC inter-
face compliant with the new standard foreseen for the LHCb upgrade. The
new system will be built using three new components: a new PDM board
(nPDM); a new SB (nSB); a new backplane to dispatch the communica-
tion channels from the nPDM to the nSB boards. The replacement of the
CANbus with a faster optical data link will allow all system operations to
be directly performed via software. The MuFEC upgrade will benefit from
the new architecture avoiding the use of obsolete components and improving
control and monitoring speed.



CHAPTER 4
Muon Identification at LHCb

The importance of muons in LHCb is related to the fact that they are present
in the final state of many of the key decays, sensitive to new physics effects,
that are studied at the LHCb experiment. In addition to this, they are
crucial for the flavour tagging of neutral B mesons.

The main requirement for the muon identification procedure is to provide
high muon efficiency while maintaining the incorrect identification probabil-
ity (misidentification probability) for other particles as low as possible [46].

4.1 The Muon Identification procedure

In the muon identification strategy adopted by the LHCb experiment four
steps can be distinguished:

• IsMuon: the first step is a loose binary selection based on the penetra-
tion of muons through the muon stations and, in particular, through
the calorimeters and the iron filters; IsMuon has been optimised to
provide high efficiency and it also ensures a reduction of the misiden-
tification probability of hadrons to the percent level;

• muDLL: a likelihood for the muon and the non-muon hypotheses can
be associated to muon candidates, based on the pattern of hits around
the extrapolation of charged particles trajectories to the muon stations.
The logarithm of the ratio between the likelihoods for the muon and
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the non-muon hypotheses is used as a discriminating variable and is
called muDLL;

• DLL: the information from the muon system can be combined with
information from the calorimeters and the RICHes. In this case, the
discriminating variable DLL is the logarithm of the ratio between the
likelihoods for muon and pion hypotheses.

• Multivariate methods: in particular the Boosted Decision Tree and
the ProbNN (this one belonging to the Neural Networks category).
Multivariate algorithms will be described more in detail in the ap-
pendix.

Other variables can be introduced that allow to further reject false candi-
dates. A cut on the quality of the tracks associated to a muon candidate
can be introduced that takes into account the number of tracks that share a
hit with a given muon candidate; this variable is called NShared and will be
described in more details later in this chapter.

4.1.1 IsMuon selection

Muon candidates are selected by extrapolating the tracks reconstructed in
the tracking system to the muon stations and searching for a hit within a
Field of Interest (FoI) around the extrapolated track. In order to take into
account the stopping power for high-energy muons in matter, the number of
station required to trigger IsMuon is a function of the track momentum p, as
shown in Table 4.1. Also the size of the FoI is a function of p because of the
multiple scattering that can modify the particle trajectory when traversing
the material, and is defined as

FoI = a+ b · e−c·p. (4.1)

The parameters a, b, and c are different for every station and region and
are optimised separately in both x and y directions. The values for the
parameters have been determined using muons from a full detector Monte
Carlo simulation.

4.1.2 Likelihood for muon and non-muon hypotheses

To associate a probability of being muons to muon candidates, a discriminat-
ing variable D2 is introduced that is defined as the average squared distance
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IsMuon

Momentum range (GeV/c) Requirement

3 < p < 6 M2 and M3
6 < p < 10 M2 and M3 and (M4 or M5)
p > 10 M2 and M3 and M4 and M5

Table 4.1: Stations required to have hits as a function of momentum range
in order to trigger IsMuon decision.

of the hits in the muon chambers with respect to the extrapolation of the
tracks weighted by the pad resolution:

D2 =
1

N

∑
i


(
xiclosest − xitrack

padix

)2

+

(
yiclosest − yitrack

padiy

)2
 , (4.2)

where the index i runs over the stations containing hits within the FoI,
(xiclosest, y

i
closest) are the coordinates of the closest hit to the track extrapo-

lation point for each station, denoted by (xitrack, y
i
track), and padix,y is half of

the pad size in the x, y direction. Finally, N correspond to the total number
of stations containing hits within their FoI.

The likelihoods1 are computed as the cumulative probability distributions
of D2, taking into account the narrower distribution close to zero for true
muons than for the other particles erroneously selected by IsMuon. The
D2 distribution for muons is influenced by multiple scattering, therefore it
depends on the momentum p and the polar angle θ of the analysed sample.
To avoid any dependance of the muon likelihood on the calibration sample,
the tuning is performed in bins of momentum and detector regions. For
what concerns the non-muon hypothesis, the likelihood is calibrated with
the D2 distribution for protons, since the other charged hadrons present a
component due to decays in flight that make their distribution very similar
to that of true muons. For the protons, hits found in the muon system can be
due to shower punch-through. This effect presents a momentum dependence,
although less important than in muons, hence the tuning of the non-muon
likelihood is performed separately for the four detector regions, due to their
different granularity.

1Since they will be described in detail later, their treatment will be omitted here.
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The likelihood is defined, for each candidate, as the integral of the cal-
ibrated D2 probability density function from 0 to the measured value D2

0.
As already stated, the variable muDLL corresponds to the logarithm of the
ratio between the muon and non-muon hypotheses.

4.1.3 Combined likelihood

Muon identification performance obtained with information from muon sys-
tem can be improved combining these muon and non-muon likelihoods with
the likelihoods from the RICH system and the calorimeter system. A com-
bined log-likelihood is obtained for each track and for each of the different
mass hypotheses by summing the logarithms of the likelihoods obtained us-
ing the three sources. The non-muon likelihood obtained in the muon system
is assigned to the electron, pion, kaon and proton hypotheses. The difference
in the combined log-likelihoods for the muon and pion hypotheses (that is
the variable DLL) is then used to identify the muons.

4.1.4 Hits sharing as a discriminating variable

The same hit can be used to build multiple tracks. Reducing the number of
tracks sharing hits is considered to be a way to reduce the misidentification
probability. Tracks passing the IsMuon criterion are classified on the basis of
a variable named NShared. If more than one track uses the same hits, a score
of +1 is added to the track to which the hit is more distant. Selecting muons
with NShared = 0 has been shown to reduce the probability of incorrectly
identified hadrons (as muons) due to nearby true muons in high multiplicity
events.

4.2 Performance of the Muon Identification

The way to extract the performance of the muon identification procedure
from data is to select signal (muons) and background (pion, proton, kaon)
candidates from specific two body decays using kinematical cuts and, if nec-
essary, improving the purity by using the tag and probe technique: particle
requirements are applied to one track (tag) and the other (probe) is used
to calculate the muon efficiency or the misidentification probability. The
J/ψ → µ+µ− decay is an abundant source of muons. Amongst the require-
ments, in order to reduce the combinatorial background, one of the muons is
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usually required be identified as a tag, while the other (probe) is only required
to have pT > 0.8 GeV/c. The proton sample is selected from the Λ0 → pπ−

decay, while pions and kaons derive from the D∗+ → π+D0(→ K−π+) decay.
The efficiency of a generic muon identification requirement, εmuonID, is

evaluated starting from the relation:

εmuonID =
Strue

Strue + Sfalse

, (4.3)

where Strue and Sfalse are the number of signal events satisfying and not sat-
isfying the muon identification requirement. The two numbers are extracted
from data using

Strue,false = Ntrue,false −Btrue,false. (4.4)

Ntrue,false are obtained by counting the number of J/ψ candidates with in-
variant mass lying within a window around the J/ψ mass; Btrue,false, the
number of background events within the same mass window, is computed by
extrapolating to the signal window the mass fit done in the J/ψ sidebands.
The same procedure applies for the proton misidentification, while for the
kaon and the pion the Eq. 4.3 is still valid but Strue,false and Btrue,false are
extracted from a full fit of the signal and background shapes to the invariant
mass distribution of the D0 candidates.

The performances are evaluated for tracks extrapolated within the geo-
metrical acceptance of the muon detector and are separately described for
the different requirements in the following.

4.2.1 Performance of IsMuon selection

The performance of the binary selection IsMuon is evaluated on the basis
of the efficiency of finding hits within the FoIs for tracks extrapolated to
the muon system, εIM. Its trend as a function of the muon momentum, for
different transverse momentum ranges, is shown in Fig. 4.1(a). εIM varies
weakly with transverse momentum, and a drop of ∼ 2% is visible at low p for
the lowest pT interval, due to tracks close to the inner limit of the geometrical
acceptance. The average efficiency is measured to be εIM = (98.13± 0.04)%
for particles with p > 3 GeV/c and pT > 0.8 GeV/c.

In Fig. 4.1, also the misidentification probabilities for protons PIM(p→ µ)
(b), pions PIM(π → µ) (c), and kaons PIM(K → µ) (d), are reported. For
all the three sources of background, PIM decrease with increasing transverse
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Figure 4.1: IsMuon efficiency εIM (a) and misidentification probability as
a function of momentum in ranges of transverse momentum for protons
PIM(p→ µ) (b), pions PIM(π → µ) (c), and kaons PIM(K → µ) (d).
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momentum, as expected from the fact that tracks with higher pT traverse
the muon system in more external regions, which have lower occupancy. The
misidentification probability drops with momentum (only in the lowest pT

ranges for the protons) reaching a plateau at about 40 GeV/c.

At low momentum, the misidentification probability lies within 0.1–1-3%
for protons, while for the kaon and pions the values are within 0.6–4.5% and
0.2–5.6% respectively. This discrepancy arises from the fact that, for pions
and kaons, decays in flight are the dominant source of misidentification prob-
ability at low momentum. For particles with p > 3 GeV/c, the average values
for the misidentification probabilities are PIM(p→ µ) = (1.033± 0.003)%,
PIM(π → µ) = (1.025±, 0.003)%, and PIM(K → µ) = (1.111± 0.003)%, eval-
uated in the whole pT spectrum.

4.2.2 Performance of muon likelihoods

Figure 4.2 shows the performance of the muon identification efficiency, εmuDLL,
and of the misidentification probabilities as a function of the selection cut
muDLL, for different momentum ranges. All the values are to be intended
given IsMuon, hence the curves start at the probability corresponding to the
IsMuon requirement.

When taking into account large momentum tracks (p > 10 GeV/c), the
muon efficiency does not vary as a function of momentum up to muDLL∼ 2,
while the misidentification probabilities show a strong momentum depen-
dence in the whole p spectrum. For this reason, in order to achieve a misiden-
tification probability independent from the momentum, the muDLL cut must
depend on p.

4.2.3 Performance of combined selection

The most used particle identification requirement after the application of
IsMuon selection is the DLL, which enriches the information of the variable
muDLL including data from the RICH and the calorimeter. The choice for
the cut value must be a compromise between the purity of the signal and
the efficiency needed for the specific application. The DLL has been shown
to be more effective than muDLL in the discrimination power of muons from
pions and kaons, as can be seen in Fig. 4.3, which compares the efficiency as
a function of pion and kaon misidentification probability for both DLL and
muDLL.
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Figure 4.2: The muDLL efficiency εmuDLL, for muons (a) and the misidenti-
fication probability for protons (b), pions (c), and kaons (d) as a function of
the muDLL cut in ranges of particle momentum.
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Figure 4.3: Average efficiency εDLL as a function of the pion (a) and kaon
(b) misidentification probabilities for particles with p > 3 GeV/c.
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Figure 4.4: The muon efficiency εNShared as a function of the pion (a) and
proton (b) misidentification probabilities.

4.2.4 Performance based on hits sharing

As already mentioned, an effective way to reduce the incorrect identification
of hadrons and muons at high occupancy is to introduce a cut in the variable
NShared. In Fig. 4.4 the muon efficiency as a function of the misidentification
probability for corresponding NShared cut is reported, both for pions and
protons (kaons behave as pions due to similar decay-in-flight pollution at low
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momentum), showing how NShared is particularly effective at low momenta,
where the FoI size is bigger (see Eq. 4.1).



CHAPTER 5
A novel muon identification

algorithm

As already mentioned in Ch. 4, misidentification of charged mesons, in
particular of pions, has an almost irreducible component attributed to decays
in flight, together with a combinatorial component that is relevant especially
when p < 10 GeV/c.

The currently used muon identification algorithm was conceived in a low-
occupancy scenario, and for this reason it was optimised to maximise the
efficiency, without considering mandatory to fight the combinatorial back-
ground, which was expected to be substantially negligible. Contrary to ex-
pectations, the luminosity of the first years of data taking was already higher
than foreseen causing the background to be higher than expected, and the
situation will become even more difficult during Run III. In this way the
necessity to suppress the combinatorial background more effectively inde-
pendently from the detector occupancy, and to develop algorithms more
tolerant to station inefficiencies arises.

5.1 The new algorithm

The muon identification in LHCb can be improved rethinking the discrim-
inating variable D2 in order to include information from the multiple scat-
tering experienced by muons and other particles while travelling through
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matter, which can introduce correlations between the hits in the muon sys-
tem.

The new variable can be expressed in general terms as

χ2
COR = δ−→x TV−1δ−→x (5.1)

where δ−→x is the distance in the x and y directions between the track ex-
trapolation to each of the M2–M5 muon stations and the hit position in the
corresponding station, weighted by the covariance matrix, V. The covariance
matrix is the sum of two contributions:

VarRES
jj = σ2

RES,j, (5.2)

a diagonal matrix taking into account the pad resolution, and

VarMS
jk =

∑
zi<zj ,zk

(zj − zi)(zk − zi)σ2
MS,i, (5.3)

which accounts for the error introduced by the multiple scattering. As a
consequence of the multiple scattering, the true trajectory of a particle can
be tilted so that the corresponding hits on the muon system are not always
the closest ones to the extrapolation of the track. Therefore the hit combi-
nation with the best value for the χ2

COR does not always coincide with the
combination of hits that are closest to the extrapolated track. This concept
can be clarified by looking at Fig. 5.1, showing several hits leaved by par-
ticles traversing the muon system and indicated by X. When there is more
than one hit on the same station (M3, M5 in the example), the bottom one
is drawn to be the closer one to the extrapolated track, which is represented
as a dotted line. An algorithm selecting the closest hits to the track extrap-
olation would always choose the option A, while the χ2

COR would choose the
option B.

While the choice of the combination can be straightforward when the
mean number of hits within the FoI is . 1, this can become more ambiguous
after the upgrade, when the occupancy in the muon chambers and so the
mean number of hits within the FoIs, N(M), will increase. In this situation,
the evaluation of the discriminating variable for each of the combination of
hits that allows to find the one with the best χ2

COR could be too slow to be
feasible. For this reason it has been decided to limit the search to the five
best matches in every station, so that the number of combination is:

N(M2)×N(M3)×N(M4)×N(M5) ≤ 54. (5.4)
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of the two possible track reconstructions from the
hits X in the Muon Station for an algorithm that always chooses the hits
closest to the extrapolated track (A) and for the χ2

COR algorithm (B).

A brief explanation for the contributions to the covariance matrix is given
in the following.

5.1.1 Multiple scattering through small angles

Particles travelling through the detector undergo the influence of the material
composing it, which has random effects to be taken into account, e.g. the
multiple scattering, some of them that can be studied in a deterministic way,
e.g. the energy loss and the mean multiple scattering.

Multiple Coulomb scattering deflects charged particles by many small-
angle scatters, causing a relatively small but random change of the direc-
tion of flight, whose distribution can be considered in a good approximation
Gaussian for small deflection angles, applying the central limit theorem of
statistics to a large number of independent scattering events. Defining [3]:
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MS contribution z position (m) z/X0

ECAL+SPD+PS 12.8 28
HCAL 14.3 53

M23 filter 15.8 47.5
M34 filter 17.1 47.5
M45 filter 18.3 47.5

Table 5.1: Position and thickness in units of radiation length for the scatter-
ing media contributing to the multiple scattering encountered by particles
traversing the muon system.

θ0 = θrms
plane =

1√
2
θrms

space (5.5)

and using the Gaussian approximation for the angular distribution, the de-
flection angle can be written as:

θ0 =
13.6MeV

βcp
z
√
x/X0 [1 + 0.038 ln(x/X0)] ≈ 13.6MeV

βcp
z
√
x/X0 (5.6)

where p, βc and z are the momentum, the velocity and the charge of the
incident particle, and x/X0 is the thickness of the scattering medium in
units of radiation length.

Multiple Coulomb scattering produces errors correlated from one layer to
the next, i.e. the proper error matrix described in 5.3 is non-diagonal. The
σMS,i corresponds to θ0; the position along the z axis and the thickness in
units of radiation length for the considered scattering centers are summarised
in Table 5.1.

5.1.2 Chamber resolution

All the muon stations involved in the muon identification procedure entirely
consist of Multi-Wire Proportional Chambers, which allow the localisation
of ionising particles crossing the active area of the detector by collecting
the charge of the cascades of ionisation (avalanches). Assuming that the
avalanche gives rise to only one pulse on the pad nearest to the trajectory
in the i-th chamber, the errors εi can be assumed to have the following
normalised distribution:
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P (εi) = 0 for |ε| > di/2 (5.7)

P (εi) = 1/di for |ε| < di/2 (5.8)

where d is the pad size along the considered x or y direction. The corre-
sponding RMS chamber error, σMS,i in 5.2, is then

σMS,i =
√
V (ε2

i ) =

[
1/di ·

∫ +di/2

−di/2
ε2 · dε

]1/2

= di/
√

12. (5.9)

5.2 Test on Monte Carlo for the upgrade

As a first approach, the new algorithm has been tested on a Monte Carlo for
the upgrade, so to study the effect of the correlation terms in the covariance
matrix of the χ2

COR in a situation of high occupancy of the muon system.
For this purpose it has been necessary to

• implement a “tuned” Monte Carlo, since the official LHCb Monte Carlo
for the upgrade does not reproduce correctly the effect of the presence
of the cavern and the accelerator (and therefore their interactions with
particles), and the low energy background;

• develop a tool that emulates the digitisation process therefore allowing
to study various parameters of interest (particle fluxes, flux of “ghost”
particles, occupancies, muon ID, ...).

This study has been conducted on a simulated sample of J/ψ → µ+µ−

generated using PYTHIA 8 [32] produced at an instantaneous luminosity of
L = 2 · 103 cm−2 s−1 and at a centre-of-mass energy of

√
s =14 TeV, with

low production and tracking thresholds for electrons and photons (10 keV
instead of 30 keV), which includes the geometry of the surroundings of the
detector together with an updated description of the beampipe shielding.
The tool performs the muon identification procedure from scratch, selecting
all the particles generated inside a cylinder with radius 3 mm and length in z
500 mm centered in the interaction point, extrapolating the tracks to center
of the magnet where a pT kick is applied to take into account the effect of
the magnetic field; the tracks are then extrapolated in the muon system and
finally hits are searched in the muon stations within the Field of Interest;
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Figure 5.2: ROC curves comparing the performances of the χ2 algorithm
with (χ2

COR) and without (χ2
UNC) the inclusion of the multiple scattering

terms in the error matrix separately for the different regions of the muon
system.

at this point IsMuon selection is applied in the usual way followed by the
application of the new algorithm.

The plots in Fig. 5.2 show the pion rejection efficiency as a function of
the efficiency for true muons separately for each region of the muon sys-
tem. The comparison of the two ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic)
curves shows how taking into account the off-diagonal terms in the covari-
ance matrix of the errors, due to the multiple scattering, improves the muon
identification quality. The D2 variable is expected to behave like χ2

UNC and
this encourages the use of the χ2

COR to improve the current procedure for the
muon identification.
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5.3 Validation on data

The promising results obtained for the χ2
COR on the Monte Carlo for the

upgrade have encouraged to test the tool on real data, thus the algorithm has
been included as an official tool available to LHCb users for offline studies.

5.3.1 The K0
S → µ+µ− case

In the context of the search for the K0
S → µ+µ− performed with the Run I

data [47], a dedicated MVA classifier (see Appx. A for a detailed description)
that uses the χ2

COR and that includes additional information from the muon
detector that is not used in the standard muon identification procedure has
been developed, i.e.:

• a Match variable that represents the “quality” of the muon hits, con-
sidering that hits having only one detector view, in the x or in the y
direction, are usually due to noise or spillover. No distinction between
1-view and 2-view hits is made in the D2 variable. In this case, the
variable has value 0 if nothing is found, 1 if the hit is 1-view only and
2 if the hits has both x and y;

• a Match Distance, representing the distribution of bidimensional resid-
uals expressed in number of σ;

• an Isolation variable that takes into account the distance in number
of σ between the best hit and the closest track extrapolation (in the
currently used version the isolation is only taken into account through
the NShared variable);

• information on Timing and Cluster Size, since out-of-time hits and
large clusters are usually due to background hits.

The procedure has also been modified as follows:

• all good quality long tracks with a momentum above the threshold of
3 GeV/c are extrapolated to the muon stations. The field of interest
is defined starting from the distance between the track extrapolation
and the muon hit position taking into account the uncertainty on the
extrapolation and the resolution of the muon detector:

σx,y = σextr
x,y ⊕ padsizex,y/

√
12. (5.10)
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Figure 5.3: ROC curves for muon identification based on IsMuon and a
cut in the variable muonDLL (DLLMu) or the χ2

COR (χ2) for tracks with
p > 5 GeV/c.

A search window of 8σ is used for both x and y. All hits within this
window are retained;

• for each extrapolated track, the best hit per station is chosen between
the closest five matches in every station. For each combination of hits,
the χ2

COR is computed to choose the best set of hits;

• as a first try, only “high-quality” hits (Match variable value = 2, cluster
size < 10) are used; lower-quality hits are only used if high-quality ones
are not found;

The algorithm has been tested using full-DST data samples of KS → π+π−

to have a fully unbiased sample of pions, and of B+ → J/ψK+ to have a
low-pT sample of muons, which are selected with tag and probe method.
Both samples are obtained from data collected by LHCb at a centre-of-mass
energy of

√
s = 8 TeV during 2012. The second sample is reweighted to have

the same distributions as KS → π+π− for the variables p, pT, and Ntracks,
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Figure 5.4: ROC curves for muon identification based on the different clas-
sifiers described in the legend.

which are strongly correlated with the detector response but are not used as
discriminating variables.

The pion sample is obtained from stripping line KS02MuMuNoMuID
applying detachment and quality cuts on the KS vertex, and for a kaon
mass window between 492 and 504 MeV/c2. The pion tracks must be TIS
at all levels. After this selection the sample contains 1.24·106 tracks. The
muon sample is obtained from the stripping line Bs2MuMuLinesBu2JpsiK
with detachment and quality cuts on the B vertex. Only B candidates
with mass 5250 < mB < 5320 MeV/c2 and J/ψ candidates within 3070 <
mJ/ψ < 3130 MeV/c2 are retained. The tag tracks are required to have
ProbNNv3>0.3 while probe tracks must be TIS at all levels. The resulting
sample contains 530·103 candidates. The used sample is biased by the Is-
Muon requirement at stripping level, hence the results obtained for the muon
efficiency are to be intended as relative to IsMuon == 1. The discriminat-
ing power of this new method is compared to the standard DLL on Fig. 5.3
that shows how the misID probability for 90% muon efficiency increases of
approximately 1% just using the variable that includes the information from
the correlations among the muon stations.
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Figure 5.5: ROC curves for muon identification based on the classifiers de-
scribed in the legends for different momentum bins.
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The final classifier, MuIDPlus, is then obtained training a Boosted Deci-
sion Tree (BDT) on the 21 muon detector variables, in addition to variables
from the tracker, the RICHs and the CALOs that are relevant for muon
identification. The BDT is trained on half of the calibration samples, and
the performances are checked using the other half of the sample. The result-
ing ROC curve is compared to the ones of the CombDLL and of the latest
tune of ProbNN classifiers in Fig. 5.4. The same curves are compared for
different momentum bins in Fig. 5.5, showing how the MuIDPlus classifier
performances are always equivalent (at low momentum) or even better than
CombDLL and always better than ProbNN.

For the same classifiers, the pion misidentification probability evaluated
for 90% muon efficiency is reported in Fig. 5.6. The new classifier is ca-
pable to reduce the misID probability of a factor & 2 with respect to the
others (Fig. 5.6 (a)) and its performances are more stable when the track
multiplicity increases (Fig. 5.6 (b)).

5.3.2 The J/ψ → µ+µ− case

The previous subsection showed how the BDT that includes the new χ2
COR

improves the muon identification performances and reduces the misidenti-
fication probability when applied to the study of the K0

S → µ+µ− decay.
However, this decay is characterised by a soft pT spectrum of the daugh-
ter muons. Thus it becomes important to extend the study in order to see
whether the observed improvement in the performance is reproduced when
the method is applied to other physics channels with different muon kine-
matic spectra. The performance of the muon identification has thus been
studied on muons from J/ψ → µ+µ− decays, using the D0 → K−π+ de-
cay, with the D0 selected from D∗+ → D0π+, as a sample of pions for the
misidentification.

This study uses the BDT grown on the data samples used for the analysis
of the decay K0

S → µ+µ−. For this reason it is fundamental to stress that
the results shown in this context are relative to the test of the BDT on a
sample having kinematic features (the muon transverse momentum distribu-
tion, in particular) that are different from those of the training sample. This
implies that the classifier is not optimised for the examined case, with the
consequence of introducing a detrimental bias on the performances shown
by MuIDPlus, which will result in the attenuation (or even a concealing) of
the eventual improvement with respect to the currently used algorithm.
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The analysed data sample is obtained using the data collected during
2012, with a magnetic field with negative polarity. The reconstruction
has been done in the Reco14 framework and the stripping used is Strip-
ping21r1p1a for 2011 and Stripping21r0p1a for 2012, which include the addi-
tional variables required for this study. The selection criteria are different for
the signal and for the background. The mass window for the D∗+ → D0π+

decay is (mD∗ − mD0) ∈ [144.5, 146.5] MeV/c2. The pion from the D0 is
required to be in acceptance and must not have triggered the event at L0
nor at Hlt1. It also has to pass IsMuon selection. For the kaon, a request on
the confidence that the track is actually due to a kaon is made (ProbNNK >

10).
For the muon selection from the J/ψ → µ+µ− decay, the tag and probe

method is applied. In order to be identified as the tag muon, a particle must
have p > 6 MeV/c and pT > 1.5 MeV/c, be in acceptance and satisfy IsMuon
requirement. The window for the dimuon mass is mµµ ∈ [2.9, 3.3] MeV/c2.
The probe muon particle is required to be TIS at all levels to ensure that
the sample is unbiased. In addition to this it only has to be in acceptance
and to satisfy the IsMuon requirement.

The ROC curve for the MuIDPlus BDT is compared to that of the ProbN-
Nmuv3 and CombDLL classifiers in Fig. 5.7. This study confirms that MuID-
Plus has always better performances then ProbNN, although the expected
improvement with respect to CombDLL is not reproduced. The tuning of
the BDT on a sample which is sensibly different from the one it is applied
has surely played a role in the observed behaviour, thus the performances
are expected to improve considerably after the tuning of the BDT on an
analoguous sample.

The same curves are shown in Fig. 5.8 in bins of p and in Fig. 5.9 in bins
of Ntracks. The behaviour observed in the integrated plot is reproduced in
all the different bins of momentum and multiplicity.
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Figure 5.6: Pion misidentification probability for 90% muon efficiency for
the classifiers described in the legend as a function of momentum (a) and of
the number of tracks (b).
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Figure 5.8: Pion rejection as a function of muon identification efficiency for
the classifiers described in the legends for different momentum bins.
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Figure 5.9: Pion rejection as a function of muon identification efficiency for
the classifiers described in the legends for different multiplicity bins.



CHAPTER 6
The D0→ µ+µ− decay case

The LHCb experiment has set the upper limit for the branching fraction of
the rare D0 → µ+µ− decay to B(D0 → µ+µ−) < 6.2(7.6) · 10−9 at 90% CL
(95% CL) [17], thus two orders of magnitude are still to be explored before
reaching the sensitivity of the theoretical prediction.

The search for the D0 → µ+µ− decay starts from the study of the decay
D∗+ → D0(→ µ+µ−)π+ (and of its charge conjugate), with the D∗+ directly
produced in pp collisions. Because of the presence of two muons in the final
state, this represents the typical decay that would benefit from an improve-
ment of the muon identification techniques. Indeed, because of the analogous
topology to the signal and of the similarity of the pion and the muon masses,
the D∗+ → D0(→ π+π−)π+ decay can significantly contribute to the peaking
background in both the dimuon and the m(πµµ)−m(µµ) mass distributions
around the D0 mass and the D∗ − D0 mass difference, respectively, when
both pions are misidentified as muons. This implies that the background
due to D0 → π+π− events cannot be eliminated by a side-band subtraction,
instead it requires an appropriate application of misidentification-probability
knowledge. Also other two-body hadronic decays of the D0 contribute to the
background when both the decay products are misidentifiad as muons, with
a greater branching ratio compared to D0 → π+π−, as summarised in Ta-
ble 6.1. Nevertheless, in these other channels there is a large mass difference
between the misidentified kaon and a real muon that shifts most of these
events out of the D0 mass window.

An additional source of background that has to be rejected is due to the
random combination of two real muons. This contribution, called combina-
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Decay Branching fraction

D0 → K−π+ (3.93± 0.04)%
D0 → K+K− (4.01± 0.07) · 10−3

D0 → π+π− (1.421± 0.025) · 10−3

Table 6.1: Branching fraction of the main hadronic two-body decays of the
D0, which contribute to the background in the search for D0 → µ+µ− de-
cay [48].

torial background, has a smooth dependency on both the dimuon and the
m(πµµ)−m(µµ) invariant mass in the proximity of the D0 mass and of the
D0 and D∗ −D0 mass difference, respectively.

As anticipated, D0 → µ+µ− events are searched for in the decay channel
D∗+ → D0(→ µ+µ−)π+

s . This method, which is usually referred to as tagged,
allows to determine if the D meson is a D0 or a D̄0 by measuring the charge
of the pion. The Q-value for this process is low thus the pion is soft (i.e.
it has low momentum, ∼ 5 GeV/c) and this complicates the reconstruction;
nevertheless the study of the complete decay chain D∗+ → D0(→ µ+µ−)π+

s

allows to suppress part of the background thanks to the additional informa-
tion achievable from the D∗+. To avoid any bias while analysing the data,
the region where the excess of decay events is expected is blinded, i.e. data
in this region is removed and will be available only after the whole procedure
will be completed and verified.

In the search for the D0 → µ+µ−, the branching fraction (or its upper
limit, if no signal is observed) is obtained from the normalisation of the
D∗+ → D0(→ µ+µ−)π+ to the D∗+ → D0(→ π+π−)π+ decay as:

B(D0 → µ+µ−) =
ND∗+→D0(→µ+µ−)π+

ND∗+→D0(→π+π−)π+

· εtot(ππ)

εtot(µµ)

· B(D0 → π+π−)(6.1)

= αND∗+→D0(→µ+µ−)π+ ; (6.2)

where α is the so-called single events sensitivity, that is the branching frac-
tion that would correspond to the observation of a single signal event. The
ratio of the efficiencies can be factorised as:

εtot(ππ)

εtot(µµ)

=
εsel(ππ)

εsel(µµ)

· εacc(ππ) · εrec/sel(ππ) · εtrig(ππ)

εacc(µµ) · εrec/sel(µµ) · εtrig(µµ)

(6.3)
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where the right terms refer to the offline selection, detector acceptance, re-
construction and trigger efficiencies, respectively.

6.1 Data and Monte Carlo samples

The work here described is based on data collected in 2011 (
√
s = 7 TeV) and

2012 (
√
s = 8 TeV) in pp collisions at the LHCb detector, for an integrated

luminosity of ∼ 1 fb−1 and ∼ 2 fb−1, respectively. The stripping version used
are Stripping20r1p1a and Stripping21r0p1a respectively. For these produc-
tions, events were saved in MDST format including the additional variables
required for this study.

The Monte Carlo samples have been generated with Sim08h, separately
for the two years and the two magnet polarities, and the different decay lines
can be summarised as in Table 6.2.

Decay channel
Gen. Events 2011 Gen. Events 2012

MU MD MU MD

D∗+ → D0(→ µ+µ−)π+ 525065 550169 1019997 1084183
D∗+ → D0(→ π+π−)π+ 521240 455758 1065651 1030253
D∗+ → D0(→ π+π−)π+ as µ+µ− 1437 1526 4156 4125

Table 6.2: Monte Carlo generated events, divided per year and splitted by
magnet polarity (magnet up, MU, and magnet down, MD). The last sample
is stripping-filtered with the line for the signal channel.

6.2 Selection

The selection for the signal and control channels in data and Monte Carlo
samples will be here presented, starting from the trigger strategy, describing
the optimisation of the cuts, up to the final selection cuts.

6.2.1 Trigger studies

The signal channel D0 → µ+µ− can be triggered by muon triggers both at L0
and Hlt1. At Hlt2 level dedicated lines were written (see Subsubsec. 6.2.1.1).
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Figure 6.1: Efficiencies of trigger lines for offline-selected D0 → µ+µ− signal
as obtained from MC. Efficiencies for TOS and TIS decisions are also shown.
Hlt1 efficiencies are on top of L0 triggered events.

The trigger path at L0 and Hlt1 has been decided on the basis of Monte Carlo
simulations.

Trigger path Eff. (Dec) Eff. (TOS)

L0Muon || L0DiMuon 0.932411 0.920583
L0Muon || L0DiMuon || L0GlobalTIS 0.96236 0.961478
L0Muon || L0DiMuon || L0HadronTIS 0.957857 0.948759

Hlt1DiMuonLowMass || Hlt1TrackMuon 0.884929 0.880395
Hlt1DiMuonLowMass || Hlt1TrackMuon || Hlt1TrackAll 0.905347 0.89475
Hlt1DiMuonLowMass || Hlt1TrackMuon || Hlt1Phys(TIS) 0.969814 0.968682
Hlt1DiMuonLowMass || Hlt1TrackMuon || Hlt1TrackAll || Hlt1Phys(TIS) 0.973148 0.971964

Table 6.3: Trigger efficiencies for offline selected D0 → µ+µ− candidates in
Monte Carlo. Hlt1 efficiencies are determined on top of L0 triggered events.
Efficiencies are calculated for various lines as Dec (i.e. the event triggered
the lines) or TOS (i.e. the D0 → µ+µ− decay triggered the lines); where TIS
is indicated in parentheses the line is required to be triggered independently
of the signal. The || symbol indicates the OR of the trigger lines.

The signal efficiencies for L0 and Hlt1 lines are shown in Fig. 6.1 . At
L0 most of the events are triggered by L0Muon and L0DiMuon lines but a
non-negligible fraction of events can be recovered using the other triggers.
In Table 6.3 the efficiencies for some combinations of triggers are shown,
referred to preselected signal events.

At Hlt1 level most of the efficiency is given by Hlt1DiMuonLowMass,
Hlt1TrackMuon, and Hlt1TrackAllL0 lines. In principle, part of the events
are also triggered by Hlt1DiMuonHighMass line in which most probably one
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of the signal muons and one random muon have been combined (as from
Fig. 6.1 events are not TIS nor TOS).

In the MC all trigger lines, including the calibration ones, are not prescaled.
As a consequence, global efficiencies at L0 and Hlt1 level are not reliable. In
any case, a full TOS chain for the signal is required as the small additional
statistics from considering TIS events would be washed out by a larger uncer-
tainty for the TIS efficiency estimation: (L0Muon TOS || L0DiMuon TOS) &&

(Hlt1DiMuonLowMass TOS || Hlt1TrackMuon TOS || Hlt1 TrackAllL0 TOS).
The final efficiencies will be measured with a data-driven method on

J/ψ → µ+µ− control channels.

6.2.1.1 Hlt2

Variable Cut value

DOCA < 0.1 mm
min(pT(µ)) > 750 MeV/c
max(pT(µ)) > 1100 MeV/c
min(p(µ)) 5000 MeV/c
Track fit χ2 < 5
min(χ2IP (µ)) w.r.t. PV < 3
max(χ2IP (µ)) w.r.t. PV < 8
χ2

FD of the D0 > 20
cos(Angle(−→p D0 ,−→r PV −−→r DV )) > 0.9998
pT(D0) > 1800 MeV/c
χ2IP (D0) w.r.t. PV < 15
D0 vertex fit χ2 < 10
D0 mass window ± 70 MeV/c2

Table 6.4: Summary of the cuts used in the HLT2 trigger for the D0 → µ+µ−

selection. Cuts referred to muons are also applied to kaons and pions for the
D0 → π+π− and D0 → K−π+ decays.

A dedicated set of lines was designed for Hlt2, selecting untagged two-
body D0 decays using exactly the same trigger cuts for both the signal and
the control samples. The same lines were used for tagged and untagged D0

decay selection. A common template for D0 → x+y− decays was designed
and the applied cuts for the selection are summarised in Table 6.4.
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To match the rate retention requirements of Hlt2, a prescale was applied
to some of the Hlt2 trigger lines, which was not constant over the time. For
this reason the data is split into two periods, up to run 91556, corresponding
to an integrated luminosity of 79 pb−1, and after run 91556, corresponding
to an integrated luminosity of 3 fb−1 after which the prescales on the Hlt2
lines were changed to a stable value. The values of the prescales used for the
Hlt2 trigger lines used for this study are listed in Table 6.5.

Run number Lumi Hlt2Dst2PiD02Kpi Hlt2Dst2PiD02pipi

> 91556 ∼ 79 pb−1 0.002 0.006
< 91556 ∼ 3 fb−1 0.01 0.03

Table 6.5: Prescales used for the trigger lines that select the normalisation
channels for this analysis.

6.2.2 Stripping

The stripping line selection cuts are reported in Table 6.6. As it can be
noticed, these cuts are very similar to the Hlt2 ones. Additional cuts on
impact parameter and transverse momentum of the soft pion, on the D0

candidate invariant mass and on the mass difference between the D∗ and D0

candidates are applied that allow the selection of the tagged sample.

6.2.3 Offline selection

The signal to background ratio of the stripped data samples D∗+ → D0(→
µ+µ−)π+ can be further improved by applying additional cuts. As previously
said, two main types of background were identified: the combinatorial one,
due to two muons coming mainly from b decays, and the one coming from
pions misidentified as muons in the D∗+ → D0(→ π+π−)π+ decay. The
former is mainly suppressed by applying additional geometrical cuts through
a multivariate selection, using a Boosted Decision Tree, the latter by applying
tight particle identification cuts. In the following, the choice of variables and
of the optimal working point is described.
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Variable Cut value

kinematic cuts

min(pT(µ)) > 750 MeV/c
max(pT(µ)) > 1100 MeV/c
min(p(µ)) > 5000 MeV/c
min(χ2IP (µ)) w.r.t. PV > 3
max(χ2IP (µ)) w.r.t. PV > 8
χ2

FD of the D0 > 20
cos(Angle(~pD0 , ~rPV − ~rDV )) > 0.9997
pT(D0) > 1800 MeV/c
D0 Vertex fit χ2 < 10
χ2IP (D0) w.r.t. PV < 15

additional cuts for the tagged selection

pT(π) > 110 MeV/c
χ2IP (π) w.r.t. PV < 10
D∗± Mass window ±110 MeV/c2

invariant mass cuts

D0 Mass window ±70 MeV/c2

∆m (145.421± 10) MeV/c2

Table 6.6: Summary of the selection cuts used in the stripping for the D∗+ →
D0(→ µ+µ−)π+ selection. Cuts referred to muons are also applied to kaons
and pions for the D∗+ → D0(→ π+π−)π+, D∗+ → D0(→ K−π+)π+ decays.
The cuts which are labelled with π are referred to the slow pion coming
from the D∗ decay. The cuts selecting the D∗-tagged lines are in the second
section of the table. All tracks are required to be reconstructed as long.

6.2.3.1 Decay Tree Fitter and mass range

The Decay Tree Fitter (DTF) procedure [49] reconstructs a complete decay
chain involving multiple decay vertices. The method allows the simultaneous
determination of decay time, position and momentum parameters together
with their uncertainties and correlations for all the involved particles. In
this context, the invariant mass difference ∆M = mµµπs −mµµ is used along
with the mass of the mµµ as a main discriminating variable. The resolution
on ∆M is typically 0.5–0.6 MeV/c2 but it reduces to half by performing a
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Observable Range (MeV/c2)

mD0 1775-2100
∆mDTF 139.6 - 151.6

mD0 signal region 1840 - 1885
∆mDTF signal region 144.9 - 146.1

mD0 blind region 1834 - 1900

Table 6.7: Mass windows as imposed by the stripping selection. The signal
region and the blind region are also reported.

kinematic fit using the Decay Tree Fitter implementation, and forcing the
D∗ to originate from the primary vertex. The new value obtained after the
fit, hereafter referred to as ∆MDTF , is used throughout the study. The mass
ranges used for the analysis, together with the signal regions and the blind
region, are imposed by the trigger and stripping selections and are reported
in Table 6.7.

6.2.3.2 Preselection

Variable Cut value

χ2 fit DTF < 100
PIDK µ± < 0
PIDK π± < 5

Table 6.8: Preselection cuts applied offline on candidates that passed the
stripping selections.

Candidates passing the stripping cuts are required to satisfy loose require-
ments on the quality of the fit of the Decay Tree Fitter tool. In addition to
this, the decay D0 → Kπ misidentified as D0 → µ+µ− or as D0 → π+π−

can be partially removed by applying a cut on the PIDK variable of the
muons/pions. A summary of the preselection cuts is shown on Table 6.8.
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6.2.3.3 Multivariate selection

A multivariate method (see Appendix A for its definition and a detailed de-
scription) is used for the final selection of signal candidates. The multivariate
operator is revised with respect to the previous studies [17] both in the vari-
ables used and in the training method. In order to train the multivariate
operator, a MC sample of D∗+ → D0(→ µ+µ−)π+ decays is used as signal.
As background sample, the data events in the right sideband of the D0 mass
distribution are considered. In particular mµµ−mPDG

D0 > 30 was required. In
fact the right sideband is dominated by combinatorial background against
which the MVA operator has to be trained; the left sideband instead would
contain mostly partially reconstructed and misidentified backgrounds, which
are treated separately in this study. The variables used are:

• µ cos(θ), the angle of the flight direction of the positive muon in the
D0 rest frame with respect to the D0 momentum in the laboratory
frame;

• cos(γ) = p̂D0 · r̂D0 , defined starting from the angle between the D0

momentum and the line joining the PV and the particle decay vertex;

• D0 IPχ2 with respect to the PV. IP stands for Impact Parameter (IP),
that is the distance of closest approach between a reconstructed track
and the primary vertex. IPχ2 is defined as the variation in the χ2 per
degree of freedom of the vertex fit done with and without the track
associated to the considered particle. If the particle originates from
the primary vertex the value of this variable is expected to be small,
while it will be larger for particles produced in secondary vertices;

• D0 distance of closest approach (DOCA) between the trajectories of
the two muons. The DOCA for the tracks of two particles coming from
a common vertex decay should be ideally zero;

• min(µ IPχ2), the minimum impact parameter χ2 of the two muons
with respect to the PV;

• min(µ pT), minimum transverse momentum of the two muons;

• D0 vertex χ2, the decay vertex of a particle is reconstructed starting
from the decay particles tracks and a χ2 of the fit is calculated;

• D∗ DTF χ2, the χ2 of the decay tree fit;
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• D0 cos(θ), the angle of the D0 in the D∗ rest frame with respect to the
D∗ flight direction in the laboratory frame;

• D0 FDχ2, flight distance χ2 of the D0. the flight distance (here FD)
is a measurement of the distance of the decay vertex from the primary
vertex, thus being correlated to the mean life of the particle. This
variable includes information on the errors on the determination of the
two vertices position;

• min(µ Iso), minimum isolation variable of the two muons. The isola-
tion variable for a muon can be written as:

Iµ =
pT(µ)

pT(µ) +
∑

i(pT)i
, (6.4)

where i runs over the transverse momentum of all the charged parti-
cles inside a cone around the considered muon, whose momentum is
excluded from the sum;

• πs Iso, isolation variable of the slow pion;

• πs pT, transverse momentum of the slow pion;

• DTF D0 pT, as obtained after the decay tree fit.

Since the data sideband is used to train the BDT, in order to avoid biases
the samples are split into nine sub-samples according to the event number
(i.e. according to the module of the division by nine). The BDT is trained
on the first four parts, tested on the second four and applied on data on
the last part with cyclic permutations. In this way the applied BDT is
always unbiased with respect to the event on which is computed. Figure 6.3
shows the comparison of the BDT ROC curves for different permutations. As
expected, all the permutations have the same distribution. For a comparison
with Ref. [17], the implemented BDT uses the same options and variables.
Nevertheless, this BDT is not identical as the data and MC samples have
different reconstruction, and because the training sample is larger than the
one previously used. The BDT chosen for this study is compared with the
old one in Fig. 6.4. The plot shows a significant performance gain mainly
due to the exploitation of isolation variables. The final output of the BDT is
distributed between -1 and +1. Its cumulative distribution function is used
instead, which is distributed between 0 and 1. This function has the signal
evenly distributed between 0 and 1 while the background shows a strong peak
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Figure 6.2: Normalised distributions of the variables used as input to the
BDT for signal MC and data sidebands
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of the BDT ROC curves for the different permuta-
tions.
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Figure 6.5: Distribution of the BDT variable for signal MC events and back-
ground events from the right sideband of the dimuon invariant mass.

at 0 with a fast decrease towards 1. This monotonous variable change does
not modify the performances of the operator and allows a simpler calibration
of the response in data. From here on the word “BDT” will represent this
variable after the flattening operation. Possible biases in the combinatorial
background invariant mass distribution were checked with an inclusive MC
sample with three muons in the final state (developed for the τ → µµµ
search). The profile distribution of the BDT as a function of the dimuon
invariant mass for events passing the D∗+ → D0(→ µ+µ−)π+ selection in
this sample is shown in Fig. 6.6. The plot shows that the distribution is
consistent with the BDT being independent from the invariant mass, and in
particular no bin with significantly higher value can be seen.

6.2.3.4 Offline muon identification cuts

Three main variables are used for muon identification in this study: IsMuon,
NShared, requested to be 0, and MuIDPlus. The first two variables have been
described in Ch. 4, while MuIDPlus is the new BDT classifier described in
Ch. 5.
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Figure 6.6: Profile histogram of the BDT variable as a function of the dimuon
invariant mass for MC background events.

6.2.4 Optimisation

The choice of the best cuts to apply to a variable is usually done making use
of an estimator, or Figure of Merit (FoM). For the study of rare decays the
usual choice is to maximise the purity, in order to reduce the background as
much as possible. Nevertheless, G. Punzi proved [50] that a better criterion
is the choice of the selection that gives the best estimate for the cross section
(or the best limit if the decay is not observed). In this study, the BDT output
together with the cut on MuIDPlus have been optimised by maximising the
Punzi FoM, which assume the following expression:

FoM =
εBDT+MuIDPlus
µµ

a
2

+
√
Nbkg

, (6.5)

where:

• the parameter a is chosen to be equal to 3;

• εµµ, the signal efficiency for a given BDT and MuIDPlus cut, is deter-
mined from MC;

• Nbkg, the number of background events, corresponds to the sum of two
contributions:
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Nbkg = Ncomb +NmisID, (6.6)

where

• Ncomb is the number of combinatorial background events in the signal
mass window. It is determined by extrapolating the fit results from
the right-hand sideband to the blind region of the mµµ distribution;

• NmisID represents the number of misidentified D0 → π+π− events, as
determined in Sec. 6.4. For bins with less than 10 events the error is
determined as the biggest difference between the central value and the
68% poissonian CL. For bins with more than 10 events, the error is the
square root of the yields.

The FoM as a function of the BDT and MuIDPlus cuts, for 2011 and 2012 data,
is reported in Fig. 6.7. The optimal cut values are reported in Table 6.9,
together with the signal efficiencies and the number of background events in
the D0 signal window.

2011 2012

BDT cut > 0.1 > 0.5
muIDPlus cut > 0.1 > 0.15
εBDT+MuIDPlus
µµ 0.88 0.58
Ncomb 167.9 79.9
NmisID 24.1 19.6

Table 6.9: Optimal BDT and MuIDPlus cut values, signal efficiency and
number of background events in the D0 signal window, for 2011 and 2012
data.

6.3 Normalisation

The determination of the efficiencies is mandatory to obtain the correct
number signal events starting from the observed number of events. Moreover,
the factorisation of the various contribution to the efficiency is useful to
understand influence of the different systematic effects that can affect the
measurement. In the expression for the branching ratio, different efficiencies
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Figure 6.7: Figure of Merit for 2011 (top) and 2012 (bottom) data.
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appear that will be described in the following: the acceptance efficiency εacc,
the combined reconstruction, stripping and offline selection efficiencies εrec/sel

and the trigger efficiency εtrig.

6.3.1 Detector acceptance

Decay mode εacc 2011 (%) εacc 2012 (%)

D∗+ → D0(→ µ+µ−)π+ 20.07± 0.03 20.13± 0.03
D∗+ → D0(→ π+π−)π+ 20.20± 0.03 20.27± 0.03

Table 6.10: Generator level efficiency averaged over magnet polarity for 2011
and 2012.

In order for a D0 meson to be reconstructed it is necessary that the
daughter tracks are within the LHCb acceptance, which corresponds to a
polar angle between 10 and 400 mrad. To avoid the full simulation of all
events, the acceptance cuts are applied already at the generator level. The
efficiencies for these cuts are taken from the table of generator and simulation
statistics provided to the collaboration. The values were obtained generating
ten thousand signal decays for each mode and each of the magnet polarities.
The efficiencies were then calculated from the number of passing and failing
decays. The results for the MC signal and normalisations averaged over the
magnet configurations are shown in Table 6.10.

6.3.2 Reconstruction, stripping and preselection
efficiencies

The reconstruction, stripping and preselection efficiencies are determined
from MC and are here combined for simplicity. The computed efficiency
values, evaluated from simulated signal events that have already passed the
acceptance requirements, are listed on Table 6.11.

6.3.3 Calibration of the trigger efficiencies

The trigger efficiencies for the D0 → µ+µ− blind channel can be determined
from MC samples. The final efficiency including the different trigger requests
is reported in Table 6.12:
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Decay mode εrec/sel 2011 εrec/sel 2012

D∗+ → D0(→ µ+µ−)π+ 0.0289±0.0002 0.0277±0.0001
D∗+ → D0(→ π+π−)π+ 0.0366±0.0002 0.0357±0.0002

Table 6.11: Reconstruction, stripping and preselection efficiencies from MC
samples. The errors reported in this table are only due to the statistical
uncertainties of the MC samples.

Decay L0+Hlt1+Hl2/Selected

D∗+ → D0(→ µ+µ−)π+ (2011) 0.837±0.003
D∗+ → D0(→ µ+µ−)π+ (2012) 0.719±0.002

Table 6.12: Trigger efficiency for L0+Hlt1+Hlt2 from MC samples for D0 →
µ+µ− decay relative to the selection requirements. The errors collected in
this table are only due to the statistical uncertainties of the MC samples.

The L0 trigger efficiencies for the D0 → π+π− channel can instead be
measured directly on data by exploiting the TISTOS method [51], as well as
the TIS and TOS efficiencies, as:

εTIS =
NTISTOS

NTOS

, (6.7)

εTOS =
NTISTOS

NTIS

, (6.8)

εtrig =
Ntrig

NTIS

· NTISTOS

NTOS

. (6.9)

The number of TIS, TOS and triggered (trig) events was obtained directly
with fits to the data samples. A fit to the ∆M was performed after a tight
cut on the D0 mass. Given the different trigger conditions of 2011 and 2012
data taking, the trigger efficiencies were measured separately for the two
years.

The fits for the D0 → π+π− are shown in Fig. 6.8 (2011) and in Fig. 6.9
(2012). The signal is described with a sum of a Crystal Ball shape with dou-
ble tail and a simple gaussian. The background is described with RooDstD0Bg.
The signal shape parameters of the Crystal Ball are estimated on the MC
sample and left free to float in a small range around the estimated values.
The signal resolution and background parameters were left free to vary.
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Figure 6.8: Fits of the D0 → π+π− 2011 sample to extract the trigger
efficiencies with the TISTOS method.
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Figure 6.9: Fits of the D0 → π+π− 2012 sample to extract the trigger
efficiencies with the TISTOS method.
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D0 → π+π−

2011 2012

Ntrig (5.30±0.08)×104 (1.318±0.005)×105

NTIS (1.15±0.03)×104 (4.77±0.04)×104

NTOS (1.99±0.03)×104 (2.96±0.03)×104

NTISTOS (1.74±0.04)×103 (4.37±0.08)×103

εtrig 0.40 ± 0.02 0.408±0.009
εTOS 0.151±0.005 0.148±0.003
εTIS 0.087±0.002 0.092±0.002

Table 6.13: Trigger efficiencies as extracted with the TISTOS method in
data.

D0 → π+π−

2011 2012
Hlt1/L0 Hlt2/Hlt1 Hlt1/L0 Hlt2/Hlt1

0.48 ±0.02 0.920±0.009 0.51±0.01 0.931±0.006

Table 6.14: Hlt1 and Hlt2 trigger efficiencies from MC samples for D0 →
π+π− decay. The errors collected in this table are only due to the statistical
uncertainties of the MC samples.

The results of the fits are shown in Table 6.13 divided by year. The
uncertainties are purely statistical and obtained from the fits. The efficiencies
do not vary sensibly between 2011 and 2012.

The Hlt1 and Hlt2 efficiencies for the D0 → π+π− channel are determined
from simulation. It is worth noting that for 2012 MC samples, leaving the
Hlt2 requirement indirectly requires L0Global despite no specific require-
ments are made on this. For this reason the Hlt2 requirement is removed
from stripping and its efficiency determined with respect to physics TIS trig-
gers (e.g. Hadron, Muon, Photon, etc.). The values of the efficiencies are
shown in Table 6.14.
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6.4 Fit model

Since the signal region is blind, this section only presents the studies relating
to the modelisation of the background.

6.4.1 Combinatorial background

The combinatorial background is studied directly on data. The PDF for the
mD0 distribution is determined using the right-hand sideband events, which
are not polluted by other backgrounds and is parametrised with a linear
function Pol(λ), where the λ parameter, represents the slope. For the ∆m
observable a dedicated threshold function is used, the RooDstD0BG:

f∆m(a, b, c) =
(
1− e−(∆m−∆m0)/c

)
·
(

∆m

∆m0

)a
+ b

(
∆m

∆m0

− 1

)
. (6.10)

which depends on three parameters a, c, determining how fast the function
saturates, and b, a linear term in the ∆m distribution.

6.4.2 Misidentified Kπ background

This type of backgrounds is determined on data, following the studies done
in Ref. [52]. A single exponential Exp(α) with a negative slope α is used for
the mD0 distribution of the sum of the two components, while a gaussian
Gauss(µ, σ) is used for ∆m. The gaussian width is constrained to the values
in Ref. [17] while the slope of the exponential is left free to vary in the fit.

6.4.3 Misidentified ππ background

The most important peaking background is due to D∗+ → D0(→ π+π−)π+

decays, where two pions are misidentified as muons. Strong particle ID cuts
are applied to both muon tracks, however, given the high branching fraction
for this decay channel, a significant fraction of them is misidentified. In order
to determine their contribution, a high statistics sample of simulated D∗+ →
D0(→ π+π−)π+ has been produced and then filtered with the same offline
selection applied to data and reconstructed as D∗+ → D0(→ µ+µ−)π+. This
approach has the double advantage of giving information not only on the rate
but also on the shape of the background. In addition, the misidentification
correlation between the two pion tracks is naturally taken into account. The
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Figure 6.10: Shapes for D∗+ → D0(→ π+π−)π+ misidentified as D∗+ →
D0(→ µ+µ−)π+ in 2011 simulation.
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Figure 6.11: Shapes for D∗+ → D0(→ π+π−)π+ misidentified as D∗+ →
D0(→ µ+µ−)π+ in 2012 simulation.
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Figure 6.12: Blinded mass fit to selected D∗+ → D0(→ µ+µ−)π+ events.
Data from 2011 is on the top, 2012 on the bottom.

final shapes obtained for 2011 and 2012 are shown in Fig. 6.10 and Fig. 6.11,
respectively.

The shapes are fitted with a double Crystal Ball shape both in D0 mass
and ∆MDTF .

6.4.4 Blind fit

The fit results after the entire selection chain are shown in Fig. 6.12, where
all the components are shown except for the signal one.
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Figure 6.13: Expected CLs as a function of the D0 → µ+µ− branching
fraction as obtained using (a) 2011 data and (b) 2012 data.

6.5 Results

The limit on the D0 → µ+µ− branching fraction is computed using the
CLs [53] method as implemented in RooStats [54]. For this thesis the
asymptotic approximation is used, which reproduces very well the frequentist
one. The expected background components are estimated as described in
Sec. 6.4. The combinatorial background is extracted from the fit to the
blind data. The misidentificated component is evaluated from estimates of
the misID in data.

The expected CLs using the asymptotic method are shown in 6.13 and
the computed limits at 90% CL are reported in Table 6.15.

Computed upper limit at 90% CL
for D0 → µ+µ−

2011 5.7 · 10−09

2012 3.1 · 10−09

Table 6.15: Computed upper limits as obtained for the single year datasets
separated.

Comparing these results with the current upper limit for the D0 → µ+µ−

branching fraction [17] B(D0 → µ+µ−) < 6.2(7.6) · 10−9 at 90% CL (95%
CL), obtained with data collected in 2011, an improvement can be noticed
that can be credited to an enhancement in the background rejection. These
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results are very preliminary since the correct approach would have required
to have a specific tuning of the BDT on the studied decay channel.



CHAPTER 7
Conclusions

This thesis was devoted to the development of a novel algorithm for the
muon identification in the LHCb experiment and its application.

The newly developed discriminating variable has been tested on a Monte
Carlo sample specifically tuned to reproduce the particle fluxes expected
after the upgrade; the new information included in the algorithm has shown
to drastically improve the performance of background rejection as the muon
identification efficiency threshold varies.

The variable has thus been included in a Boosted Decision Tree classifier
in order to be tested in the context of the ongoing K0

S → µ+µ− analysis [47],
where it proved to have comparable or even better performances with respect
to the muon identification algorithms which are currently used.

Thanks to the encouraging results, the algorithm has been included as
additional information in the Run 2 stripping data and is currently available
to all the LHCb community, although it is optimised for the K0

S → µ+µ−

decay. It has thus been tested on calibration samples of J/ψ → µ+µ−

(for the signal) and D∗+ → D0(→ K−π+)π+ (for the pion background),
whose muon momentum distributions are different from those of the K0

S →
µ+µ−. Nevertheless, the algorithm allowed a better background rejection as a
function of the muon identification efficiency when compared to the ProbNN
method. It has to be noticed that the new algorithm does not reproduce in
this case the performance improvement shown in the K0

S → µ+µ− analysis
when it is compared to the CombDLL classifier. This feature will be further
investigated, although some losses in performances are expected here because
this sample is quite different from the one used for the BDT tuning.
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The algorithm has been finally tested on the study of the D0 → µ+µ−

decay, which represents a benchmark channel for the search of New Physics.
This preliminary study allowed to set an expected limit for the branching
fraction of the D0 → µ+µ− decay that shows an improvement with respect
to the previous limit. Encouraged by this very promising result, the possi-
bility of including the new MuIDPlus algorithm in the 2017 trigger will be
evaluated in the next months.



APPENDIX A
Multivariate selection

Several variables used in candidate selection, show a correlation that can be
very strong. Abandonment of simple rectangular cuts, chosen independently
for each variable, in favour of the simultaneous observation and analysis of
more than one variable allows to take into account the possible correlations
between them thus permitting the optimal separation of the signal events
from the background.

A.1 Boosted Decision Tree

A decision tree [55] is a tree-structured classifier that acts on single events
through repeated left/right (yes/no) decisions on single variables , until they
are categorised as signal or background. As shown in Fig. A.1, starting from
the root node, a sequence of binary splits using cuts (c1, c2, ...) on the
discriminating variables (xi, xj, ...) is applied to the data. In each split the
variable (and the corresponding cut) is chosen that gives the best separation
between signal and background in that particular node. For this reason the
same variable may be used at several nodes and others might not be used
at all. The leaf nodes at the end of the tree are labeled as signal, S, and
background, B, depending on the majority of events that end up in the
considered node.

Defining the purity p as p = S/(S + B), the separation criterion for
node splitting is called Gini Index and is defined as IGini = p(1 − p). The
criterion is symmetric with respect to the event classes: it has a maximum
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Figure A.1: Schematic view of a decision tree.

where the samples are fully mixed, i.e. at p = 0.5, and is zero if the sample
consists of one event class only (both signal and background). From these
definitions follows that the choice of the variable and its cut is based on the
maximisation of the difference of IGini between the parent sample and the
two daughter samples, that is

Iparent
Gini −

(
Idaughter 1

Gini + Idaughter 2
Gini

)
. (A.1)

The classifier response is reproducible applying the same tree growing
algorithm to the same data sample. Rather, its instability resides in the
behaviour shown when two input variables exhibit similar separation power:
in this case, a fluctuation in the sample may cause the algorithm to decide
to split on one variable neglecting the other, altering the whole tree struc-
ture starting from this node, possibly causing a completely different classifier
response. The boosting procedure allows to overcome this problem by con-
structing a forest of decision trees starting from the same training sample but
assigning different weights to the events. The Boosted Decision Tree (BDT)
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classifier is more statistically stable and has better separation performances
compared to a single decision tree.

A.2 Training, test and application

The multivariate analysis consists of three steps:

• the training or growing of the decision tree is the process that defines
the splitting variables and their cuts for each node. The node splitting
stops once it has reached the minimum number of events specified in
the decision tree configuration. The leaf nodes are labelled as signal
or background on according to the class the majority of events belongs
to. This procedure needs a prior knowledge of the two categories and
of the variable distributions;

• the test phase consists in the application of the grown decision tree to a
sample that is indipendent still analogous to the one used for the train-
ing, in order to make sure of the proper working of the classification
procedure;

• the application of the method on the sample.

The test phase requires particular care not to meet with the problem of
overtraining, which occurs when a problem has too few degrees of freedom
because too many parameters of the algorithm were adjusted to too few data
points. A solution to counteract overtraining consists in the use of three
statistically independent data sets: one to do the training, one to identify
when the training has to be suspended (and for the pruning of insignificant
nodes), and the last one for the performance validation.

A.3 Likelihood

Peaking contributions in the signal region of the invariant mass are typical
of misidentified background, and they cannot be removed with a simple
sideband subtraction. To get rid of these events it is mandatory to cut on
identification variables.

For an event with n variables xi, the likelihood defines the probability
for an event to belong to the category k as
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Lk =
n∏
i

pki (xi), (A.2)

that is the product of the probability for each variable to belong to an event
of the category k. The single probabilities are calculated with probability
distribution functions normalised to 1 ∀k, i, and are the result of a fit to an
histogram in the experimental case. The logarithm of the likelihood (log-
likelihood) is usually preferred, for it allows to deal with sums instead of
products:

lnLk =
n∑
i

ln pki (xi). (A.3)

The likelihood indicates how well a given hypothesis is supported by a
given observation but the likelihood alone is not sufficient for a decision in
favour of one or the other hypothesis. As a discriminating variable, the
difference between the log-likelihoods for two given hypotheses (h1, h2) is
often used (delta-log-likelihoods), which has the form

∆LLh1/h2 = lnL(h1)− lnL(h2) = ln

(L(h1)

L(h2)

)
. (A.4)

A.4 Neural Networks

The expression (Artificial) Neural Networks (NN) indicates the simulation
of artificial neurons connected one with each other, each neuron being able
to give a particular output to a given input. The power of Neural Networks
is in the opportunity of requiring a non-linear response from a neuron and
hence from the entire network, that becomes able to solve complex problems.

A weight w is associated to the connection of each neuron to others; each
neuron gives a single output for each input applying a response function
φ(x), which is usually a sigmoid function, defined by the formula 1

1+e−x
, or

a tanh(x).
In multilayer NN, neurons are divided into layers and the connections are

only allowed between different layers. In this case the output of the whole
network will be:

yout =

nh∑
j=1

y
(2)
j w

(2)
j1 =

nh∑
j=1

φ

(
nin∑
i=1

xiw
(1)
ij

)
w

(2)
j1 (A.5)
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where nin and nh are the number of input and middle neurons, and wij is
the weight applied between the ith and the jth neurons of two layers. ProbNN
is an example of algorithm based on Neural Networks.
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